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By Walter Ramberg, Albert E. McPherson, and Sam Levy 

SUMMARY 

The deformation of two sheet-stringer panels subject- 
ed to end compression under carefully controlled end con- 
ditions was measured at a number of points and at a number 
of loads, most of which were above the load at which the 
sheet 3ad begun to buckle. The two panels were identical 
except for the sheet, which was 0.070-inch 24ST Alclad for 
specimenland 0.025-inch 24ST aluminum alloy for specimen 
6. A technique was developed for attaching Tuckerman op- 
tical strain gages to the sheet without disturbing the 
strain distrihution in the sheet by the method of attach- 
ment. This technique was used to explore the strain dis- 
tribution in the sheet at various loads. The twisting and 
the bending of the stringers were measured by means of' 
pointers attached to the stringers. The shape of the 
buckles in the sheet of specimen 6 was recorded at two 
loads by means of plaster casts. 

The sheet and the stringer loads at failure are com- 
pared with the'corresponding loads for five similar panels 
tested at the Navy 3odel Basin. A detailed comparison is 
made between the measured deformation of the buckled sheet 
and the deformation calculated from approximate theories 
for the deformation in a rectangular sheet with freely sup- 
ported edges buckling under end compression advanced by 
Timoshenko, Frankland, and Harguerre. The measured effec- 
tive width for the specimens is compared with the effectfve 
width n;ivcn by nine different relations for effective width 
as a function of the edge stress cr divided by the buck- 
ling stress ccr of the sheet. 

The analysis of the measure1 stringer deformation is 
confined to an application of Southwellts method of plot- 
ting deformation against deformation over load, If the 
stringer approaches instability in accordance with South- 
well's relation, the deformation will be a linear function 
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of the deformation divided by the load and the slope of 
the straight line obtained wil.1 be equal to the elastic ,. . . . 
buckling load. A good check with the observed ultimate 
load wag .obCained from.a plot of the twisting deforma- 
tion and of bending deformation as indicated by the 
pointer readings and of bending deformation as measured 
by differences in extreme fiber strains in those cases 
in which all observed points..could be brought to scatter 
about a common straight line. It was concluded that the 
stringer failure in both specimens was due to an insta- 
bility in which the stringer was simultaneously twisted 
and bent as a column. 

INTRODUCTION ' 

The strength of sheet-stringer panels in e,nd compres- 
sion has become a problem of importance with the increas- 
ing use of stiffened sheet to carry compres.siveloads in' 
box beams for airplane wings and in other types of mono-. 
coque contruction. 

The buckling of' the sheet,bstween stringers .in a. 
panel under end compression;the strain distribution in' 
the sheet, and the effective width of the sheet as a func- 
tion of the stringer stress, have been considered from a 
theoretical po,int <of view by a.,number of authors-(refer- 
ences 1 to 24). Ixperimenfal~ studies confirming this the- 
oretical work have been few in number and restricted in 
scope (ref.erences 26 :t.o. 30)'. The present paper -gives the 
results of an e.xpe'rimental study under carefully controlled 
end conditions offtiwo sheet-stringer panels-in. end compres- 
sion., Wh.ich. was carried out at,. k.he National'.Bwreau of 
Standard.8, for the Bur:eau 'of Aeronautics,'of:the 'Navy Depart- 
ment . '.. . . # ,. '1 

. 
.Th'e te.sts had as..their purpo.se (1) a determination. of 

the strain-distribution in thes.e pan,els,. (2) a, comparison! 
of their strength with'tho strength of similar panels 
tested at the Navy Model Basin, and.(a) a comparison of 
the observed deformations with'those'predicted from exist- 
ing methods of analysis. 

. 
In connection‘with.this study, convenient procedurbs 

were developed for meaeuring the strains'in the buckled 
sheet, forobserving the shape of the*bucklos; arid'for ' 
following the,deformation of the stringers, 'The observed' 

* 
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result's tier@ compared with various'theories. The compari- 
son suggests certain modifications in the theoretical at- 
tack that would'probably lead to,better agreement between 
the calculated and the obsarved deformations of the sheet, 

The authors are indebted to the Navy Department for 
permission to publish this work. .They also acknowledge 
with pleasure the close cooperation with members of the 
Structures Section of the Bureau of.Aeronautics and the 
experimental mode1.basi.n of 'the Bureau of Construction and 
Repair, Navy Department, and,,in particular, the many val- 
uable suggestions roce.ivsd from Dr. J.'M:Frankland of 
tho Structures Section. . % . 

SPECIMENS 

The two test specimens are described in table I and 
in figure 1. - 

. . . . : 
Youngls modulus, the yield strength:in tension, and 

the tensile strength,of each sheet and of each one of the 
six'stringors,had been 'obtained by the'Favy'Department 
with Huggenberger extonsometcrs. They are,sum;aarized in 
table II. : . 

. 
The properties.of sheets and.stringers are seen to 

be nearly uniform.except the.10~ value of Young's modulus 
for the Alclad sheet,of specimen 1, which is, however, in 
agreement with published data (reference ,31). 

1n“addition to.the tensile test, .flat-end-column tests 
,mere made at the model,basin on four stringers ranging in 

length from 2 to 6 inches. The maximum loads'for these 
specimens are plotted .against.-length in figure 2. They 
range from 6,650.pounds for the 2-inch.specimen to 5,500 
pounds for. the G-inch..spccimen. : . . . 

Flat-end-column tests on tmro additional stringer 
specimens, 5 and 8 inches in ,length, were .made at the' ' 
National'Bureau of:Standards. These specimens were cast 
in Wood's metal to a depth oE.3/8.inch at oath end as shown 
in figure 3A. Figuro 3 also shows both spccitnons after 
failure. Figures 4 and 5 give.the results of extreme 
fiber-strain measurements at:the midlength of each stringer. 
The strains are practically identical nearly up to failure, 
thus showing that the etress'diatribution was very nearly 
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uniform ov8r the section of the specimen and that failure 
must have occurred quite suddenly, Additional readings 
of twist on the short specimen showed that its failure 
was primarily one of torsional fnstability; this fact is 
also brought out by the final failure, which left the cen- 
ter line of the specimen practically straight. The fsil- 
ure of the 8-inch specimen, on the other hand, was prin- 
cipally due to column action; the center portion was se- 
verely bent after failure. The maximum loads are shown 
in figure 2 for comparison with value obtained at the 
model basin, The3 are a few percent higher; t’his dis- 
crepancy is probably due to the restraint of tha ends by 
the Wood’s metal, 

TESTS 

Loading 

Figure 6 shows specimen 1 assomblod for a compressive 
test fn the horizontal hydraulic testing machine of 
2,300,OOO pounds capacity. The following procedure was 
used for mounting the specimen. Each end of the specimen 
was centered on the rigid steel block A in such a manner 
as to make the ends of the specimen eouidistant from the 
ends of the block and to mgke the vertical axis through 
the centroid of the entire cross section of the specimen 
pass through the center of the face of block A, which was 
in contact with the specimen. Copper pins driven into 
holes fn the contact faces of blocks A provided keys for 
holding Wood’s metal. In order to hold the specir.en in 
the centered position and to provide support against crink- 
lfng of the sheet, Wood’s metal was poured around the ends 
of the specimen and the pins to a depth of 3/8 inch. 
Later measurements showed that the centroid of the sheet- 
stringer section for specimen 1 lay 0.057 inch above the 
point halfway between the ends, which introduced a small 
bending moment due to eccentric application of load that 
had to be considered in analyzing the results of the test. 
Each steel block A was Centered on the faceplate B of the 
loading head C with the help of a dowel fitting into a 
central hole in both A and B. The loading head C and the 
knife-edge support G were taken from a bell-crank fixture 
of ‘75,000 pounds capacity for testing wing beams under 

. combined axial and transverse loads. The faceplate B was 
free to turn about a vertical axis by being placed in a 
cylindrical bearing cut in the loading head C. It warn 

. 
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also free to turn about the horizontal axis defined by the 
knife edge. This arrangement assured that the stress dis- - 
tribution over the end section of the specimen would be 
uniform at loads below those producing buckling of the 
sheet (except, in the case of specimen 1, the small bend- 
ing moment dU8 to the eccentricity already mentioned). 
The cylindrical bearings inthe loading heads C were 
locked before the buckling load of the sheet was reached 
to hold the ends fixed against rotation about a vertical 
axis. 

The edges of the sheet parallel to the load were sup- 
ported by two pairs of bars D designed to approach as. 
closely as practicable a condition of simple support (,zero 
displacement normal to the plane of the sheet and zero 
bending moment), It is realized that these conditions, of 
supportdid not exactly reproduce those at the stringers; 
however; tie tests indicated that they were a satisfactory 
approximation. Figure 7 shows the construction of the 
edge-support bars. The bars were separated with spacers 
of thickness shown in figure 7. This allowed the sheet to 
slip in to the point of tangency with the tmo curved faces 
of the bars. The two pairs of bars D were then placed a 
constant distanc,e a@art with the help of the 'spreader bars 
E (fig. a), allowing a small clearance between the spacers 
and the sheet in or,der to permit expansion of the sheet un- 
der the action of the.com~.ressfve load. The Who18 frame- 
work D and E supportfng,the edges of, the sheet was carried 
by a pair of rollers F resting on the end blocks A (fig. 6). 

.’ 

tieasurement of Strain 

Attachment of sfrain.gaaes - Several schemes were con- 
sidered for attaching-a large ncmber of stra.in'gages to the 
sheet without disturbing'the strain distribution in the 
sheet by the method of attachment. Figures 8” and 9 illus- 
trate the scheme that Was finally adopted because of its 

. . r..ela'ti.ve, simpii.ci.ty and convenience.. ,Eac$ gage and its, 
mat.e on. ..the oppo s.ite 'side of the shoet were held directly 
against the sheet either by a wire or by a fork formed of 
aluminum-alloy sheet beari,ng.and rocking on a roller, 
which in turn .:re s.ted on the' ,str,a.in gage, 
Wire o'r of the, fo.r,k, 

The, ends of the 
as the case miglit'be, Were held by 

stretched rubber bands whose sheet end Was anchored to an 
aluminum-alloy hotok attached to the sheet surface of the 
,spsciiaen." A particul&rly' film, attachment of the anchoring . 
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patch was obt’ain’ed by*,first varnishing the .specimen with a 
spar varnish, then placing on it. a patch ,o.f .Sco.tch tape,’ 
varnishing the edges of the ,Sc’otch tape down again ‘to pre- 
vent peeling under sus’tained tension, and finally cement- 
ing the anchor :piece of she,et metal to the’p.atch with a 
drop of hot De Khotinsky c.ement:.. The. intermediate patch 
of Scotch tape prevented spalling o,ff,of th,e ,anchoring 
patch even with severe buck1e.s in the sheet. 

Correction of readings for bowing of median fiber.- 
A correction had to be applied to the average of the .meas- 
ured strains .fn ordor to- give the actual median fiber 
strain in those,,cases in which the buckles.- were very se- 
vere, ,The average of the extreme fiber extensions or 
contractions does actua.lly give the extension or contrac- 
tiion at ‘the median fiber with great ac’cura.cy, Part of the 
contraction, however, is due- to the bowing of the median 
fiber (fig: 10) and,an amount equal to the shortening 

.must be added to the average extensions to giv’e the axten- - ,... d 
sions due to strain only 

where C1 and E, are the measured extreme fiber exten- 
sions per unit length ae‘given by the two strain gages 
attached to each side of the sheet. Assume that the radfus 
of curvature ‘r’ of the buckle r.emains ca.nstant over the * 
gage length .t. The shortening due to bowing i’s then,‘. 
from figure 10, 

The radius of curvature r may be: calculated ‘f’ro’m th.a dif- 
ference in extreme fiber extensions per unit length by using d 
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the well-known relation 
. . . 

1 El-E2' 
. ; -= : (3) r h I : .‘ 

. . 
where h is the thickness of,the sheet. .'Iasarting this 
relation: in equation :(2) .and the resulting expression in 
equation. (1) gives t,iie following re1atio.n between the 
median ,fi.,ber .str.a,in E . . and t-ho measured extre.se. fiber- '. 
extansions per unit length Ed and E,: 

r -- 

The corrsction that must be added to the average extension 
per unit'length in order to give the strain at the median 
fi'ber is given by the ,second term on the right-hand side 
of equation (4). 'It may be calculated from the known gage 
length Z, the sheet thickness.. h, and the measured ox- 
trene fiber ext'onsions 2er unit length E~ and ~a. 

-ic Observed strain distributions.- The strain distribution 
in specimen 1 was moasurcd at the locations shown in figure 
9 with,nine pair-s of l-inch Tuckerman .optical strain gages 
attached to the sheet and three pairs of a-inch Tuckerman 
optical strain gages attached to the stringers and the por- 
tion of the plate to which the stringers were rivoted. An 
attempt was made in a preliminary run to measure the axial 
strains at four stations betTeen adjacent stringers, as 
s‘nown in figura. ,6.. *It wasfound, ho?vever, that this pro- 
cedure placed the *gages so close to each other,that ,scvoral 
OS‘ them interfered with one another as soon as the Plato 
began to bucklo. 
distribution 

All gages functio,ncd properly mith the 
shown in figure 9 up to loads well beyond that 

required to buckle the sheet. 

Figure 11 shows the distribution of axial median fiber 
strain along the transverse center line of specimen l'at 
compressive, loads ranging from 5,000 to 25,OOQ'pourids. The 
median fiber strain was computed from the strains indicated 
by the two str,afn. gages placed on oppo.'site sides of'the. 
specimen, the correction fo,r, bowing ($quati,on (4)) being : 
made in those'cascs .where the botiing was apprec'iab:le. The 
Lnedian fiber strains so obtained shopt:a consistent behavior 
althou,-h the extreme fiber str.ains were in some cases very 
different from one another, owing to the bending produced 
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by the buckles. Tile amount and irregular nature of,this 
bending for the 25,000-pound load can be seen from the 
plot of extreme fiber strains shown in figure 12. The ex- 
treme fiber strains are close,to each other at the string- 
ers only. The values of strain on the stringer side shown 
for these points were actually measured on the extreme 
fiber of the stringer; reducing to the extreme fiber of . 
tile sheet would bring the strafns still close$ togethel;. 
Bigure 12 emphasizes tho'nccossi.ty'of measuring strains on 
op:po$ite sides of the sheet in tests of this type. Figuro 
11 shows that the $,xial strain was approximately uniform up 
to loads of around 13,000 pounds. Beyond this load, the 
stringers took ansincroasing proportion of the load while 
the sheet was relieved of part of its sharb%of the load by 
the formation of' buckles. 

The increase jnstra$n on ,stringer A.as compared to 
stringers B and ,C.,may be accounted for by,the presence of 
the small moment Id, = eP +0.057. E inch-pound due to ec- 
centric loading. This moment nil1 produce a bending strain 
at a distance from the centroid (fig, 11) given approxi- 
mately,by as, = Xex/EI for 1.oads too low to produce buck- 
ling of the sheet. The resultant strain CX nay be calcu- 
lated by adding the bending "strain t'o the axial strain: 

c 
X 

E p ( 
. z ' 

l+exA--\ : 
I' 

(5) 

With the numerical values A = 1.51 sq..in., E = 10.4 X lo6 
lb./.sq. in., I =,,28.0 in,*, and o = 0.,057 in., this 'equa- 
tion becomes' 

1 Ex = -' 
15.7 X log 

P(l -t 0.00307 x> (6) 
, ! . . . 

,The corresponding, straight lines are shown dotted in fig- 
ure 11 for loads of'5,000, 9,000,. 'and 13,000 pounds. 
T'he agresrhent between observedand calcu.lated strains be- 
low the load prddticf'ng,budkle.s i'n the, sheet iS seen to be 
satisfactory. The'simple be'am.foraula (equation (6)) 
ceases to adscriBe the strain.distribution for loadsequal 
to or greater than 1,7;000 pounds. Beginning mith this 
load, 'the axial strain changes 'relatively slightly at a 
point midway'between stringerti',:while it, i,ncreases rapidly 
near the stringers. I. ' The'load carried by the sheet becomes 

L 
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.a decreas,ing proportion".ofVthe total load and the strain 
distribution takes on'Xa' characteristbc wave pattern. '., 

: ' . . . . . . . I ;*. 
':It would 'not be correct to conclude from the. fairly' 

regular wave patter,n of the axial medi'an fiber strains 
that %he extreme fiber strains'would be e-qually symmetri- 
cal. Figure.12, which show-s'both the axial extreme fiber 
stratns. and the me'dfan fiber strains .along the transverse 
cent'er line of specimen '1 fox the 25,;000-pound load, fn- 
dica,tes almost no bendin&, between stringers A and B, co'n- 
sfderable bending between stringers B and C, and even more 
b-ending between stringer' C and the. outsT,de edge of the 
specimen, A nodal.line in the wav:e.'pattera between A and 
B was apparently associated with 'a crest betwean C and the 
edge ; the buckle pattern in a given'bay between two string- 
ers seemed to be independent of'tho buckle pattern in ad- 
jac.ent bays up to a load of 25,000 pounds.' '. 

The beginning of buckling in the shect.was indicated 
by a sudden increase in the bending strain as measured by 
the diffekence in reading on .str.ain gages on opposite 
sides of the sheet.Thi% in clearly shown in figure 13 for 
the readings of the trarisver.se. strain gages. The bending 
strain increased ten times a.s-the stringer stress increased 
17 percent from 12,000 to 14,000 pounds por square inch. 

,. 
All the strai‘n gag.es were removed from the sheet at 

a load of 26,000 pounds. and only the three pairs of g'age'e 
shown in figure.14.aere kept on to indicate stringer strains 
for loads above 26,000 pounds. The strain readings on the 
stringer gages are plotted against .load in fi'gure 15. . 

Figure 16 shows the axial strain distribution for 
.specfmen 6. Buckling of the sheet in the case of th-is 
specimen was observed at a load be~tween'l,OOO and 2,600 
pounds corresponding to an average stree& PIA between 
-1,260 and!3,300 pounds per square fnch. With the progress 
of buckling, the average compressive strain at a sectfon, 
midway between the stringers decreased slowly until ft 
actually turned into a small tensile strain for two of the 
bays.. . . . 

: The, axfal ex'treme fiber strains along the' transverse 
center lfne of specimen 6 are shown for d load of 10,9.00 
pounds in fLgure 17. As in the case of specimen 1, there 
seems to be no. tranifsr .of deformatfon due to bucklo's 
across the. stringers; the buckle pattern in a'glven bay 
between two s-tringers seems to be unaffected by the buckle 
pattern of adjacent bays up to h'load of 10,900 pounds. 
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Th,e measurements af axial strain .along the transverse 
center line. of specimen 6 were followed by measurements of 
transverse and of axial strafn in other portions of the 
specimen. In the course, of. these measurements, it appeared 
that the stratn readings ,at .a given l’oad and a given loca- 
tion could be repeated ,within the observational error in 
successive tests.. It was concluded that the measured strain 
distributions could be superposed on each other just as if 
they had all .been det,ermined simultane’ously and that t?tey 
could be applied in ca,lculating stresses from strains, 

4 

. 

The, distribution of axi.al, median fiber strains .a.long 
the tran‘sverse center, line. was obtain,ed from strain gages 
mounted on the .spectmen in: the ,same.loca.tions as shown in 
figure 9 for,specimen* l.:,. Transverse strains were measur’ed 
along three l-inch ga,gs lines onthe transverse center 
line as shown in, figures .18 and, .19. :The ,results of these, 
measurements for bay 3 (between stringers S and R) are 
shown graphically .in .fP,gur.e 20. 

. : 
Fi’gure.21. shows.. the’ .di stributi.on. of both axial ‘and 

transverse ,me:dian. f,iber. strain ,al,ong, an .axial line midway be- 
tvoen. two stringers, as: obtained <from strain gages mounted 
as ,shown in figures .‘19 band 22. 

Three 2-inch strain gages were mounted on stringer R 
as shown, in figure, 22.. to measure the variat+ons of stringer 
strain along a buckle. ‘The, resulting .average strains w;ere 
found to be nearly constant; the gages apparently covered 
too large .a portion ,,o,f a .buc,kl’e to indicate the. varia’ti,on 
of st,rain along the bu’ck~le,: 

All at.rain ga’ges, were removed f,ro.n tne sheet .a’t’ a load 
of 12,,500 pounds and only three. pairs .of’,gag,es .were kept ,on 
the three string,e.r s., .as- shown Jn figure .14. for, .specfmen 1, 
to g.&ve values; of ,t,he stringer strains f:or;loads above 
12;500, pounds.. The. strai.ns in. the %,n,dividua.l stringers are 
shown in figure 23. 

Shape of Buckle from Plaster c’ksts 

The analysis of test results ‘fnom ,the.. first specfmen 
showed the importance of an exp,erime,nta.l. determination of 
the shape of the buckles in the, sheet.. It: ,was decided,’ 
accordingly, .,to attemptp.laster o.f pariscasts of the con- 
tours after buckling of. the’she.et of specimen 6. Good 
plaster, of par.is, casts of the sheet sid.e of specimen 8,. 
were obtained by. the fol.lowing meth.od. 

J 
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The.: specimen-was very lightly greased with soft cup 
grease; a cover was placed between the sheet side of the 
specfmen and the vertical suspension members E (fig, 14) 
to form a backboard for the plaster cast. A piece of 
paper was inserted between the backboard and the cast to 
prevent sticking of the plaster to the backboard. Scotch 
tape was used to seal the plaster container and to attach 
it to the specimen. The plaster'was poured slowly into 
the container and was allowed to harden for 5 to 10 min- 
utes; the cast was then removed from the specimen, Figure 
24 shows sections'of plaster casts.obtained in this manner. 
Contours of the casts were measured as'follows. The cast 
was fastened to the table of a milling machine so that the 
rivet lines were parallel to the longitudinal feed screw. 
A dial micrometer was attached to the spindle to measure 
the change inv'ertical distance between the surface of the 
cast and the spindle, from which the elevation of the meas- 
ured point on the cast was computed. The position of the 
measured point in a horizontal plane was determined with 
t'he longitudinal and cross feed'scretis of the milling ma- 
chine. 

Some of the results of the contour measurements are 
shown in figures 25 to 28. 

. . Figure 25 shows the deflection at a load of 6,800 
pounds along Lines parallel to the stringers extending the 
length of a complete buckle. The deflection is nearly 
sinusoidal except for line? close to the stringers. At' 
the stringer, only the',small buckles of the sheet between 
rivets remain. 

Figure 26 shows the def,lectfons at a load of 6,800 
pounds along lines extending at right angles to the load 
from stringer to stringer. ,The'deflection in the trans- 
verse direction is seen to deviate considerably from a 
sine curve. The slope of the, curve decraascs as the 
stringer is approached,' owing to the restraining momont 
from the torsionally stiff stringer. 

Figures 27 and"'28 show deflections at 'loads of 6,800 
and 10,900 pounds, respectiveiy,' along transverse and axial 
lines,passfng through the crest of a buckle. The approxi- 
mately 60-perce'nt increase in ‘load produces an increase in 
deflection of, about 30 percent without a noticeable change 
in the shape of the buckle. 
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.Def,ormati,on ‘of S.trin,ger.s from IPointer Readings ’ 

It ,appear:ed de.sirabl:e .to, follow the dev.elopment of . 
failure .in ,ths st,rLngea,s,, ,and to ,.obtain a .qualitative pic- 
tur.e of the type of-. .fa,ilur.e. 

. . . . 
The ‘two strain .:gage s p,&.c,ed .on e.,ach stringer’, one on 

the sheet si.de (fig. 14). and the- other ,on the stringer, 
side (fig. 9)) will measure only t,he -extreme ,fiber strains 
in the stringer; they +I2 not indicate .t.he amount of twist 
in the stringer.,. neith,er, wilJ. ,.th,ey give a clear picture of 
the amount ,and ,the type ,of .buckling. ‘. 

In order to, get: a .pd’c,ture. of. .t’h,e twisting and the 
buckling of the stringer up t:o faILure, i.t was. suggested . 
by Dr. J. Id. Frankl,an,d of: the Bureau of, Aeronautics that 
.pa.irs. of ,pointers shou,ld be at%aohed to the outstanding 
flange of .eaoh, Z-stringer ., The displacements of these 
pointers would. .be ,a .,measure of the relative angular dis- 
placement of the sect-bona. t,o which. they were fastened. 

Two types of pointers were employed, The type used 
on specimen 1 is sh~own,diagrammati~cally in figure 29. The 
pointers consisted of polishsd a.ir rifle..shot mounted on 
the ends of two wires, one normal to the sheet with coor- 
dinat,e,s. b, , cl; relati-ve to the centroid of the stringer 
and tha .o’the’r parallel’ t’o the, sheet ‘mith coo?dinates b,, 
% l 

Figure 30 sh0.w.s a’ photograph’of the’installation on 
specimen 1’. ,The,. high &ight.s on the b,a-ils se’rve,d as refer- 
ence points for’ measurfn’g’ the distances from each pal.1 to, 
one of the horizontal and one of the vertical reference 
wires A-A, B-B connected to, the heads of the, machine. The 
ph,otographs were ‘mad’e, on! ‘glass plates wit5.a highly car-: 
rected lens wo’rk’ing at F32; m.easu,rements” were made from 
the’plate by;means 0’f.a Zeiss’ trateFin,g”~~crpscope. The 
least measu&b?.e, relative. displacement’ w&s of the, .order of 
0.002 inch,. A dP sp‘l’aceme’nt’. of’ q,,( 0’02 inch :corre,spo*nded to 
a twist of ‘0.0004, ra’dian. 

. 

Since there are two pointe*rs ,at each s.ection, four 
displacements may b’e r&d: two displahsment s ul, u, in 
a hor$zontil”d’irection ‘(fig. 29) and’ t,wo displacements 
VI’. v, in a vertical’ direction. ‘,From these four dis- 
placements and the known a’iial strain Cx in the ,stringer, 
the twists 8,, 8y, 8s about. three, axes through the 
centroid may be computed for a stringer section at a dis- 

‘I , 
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‘rr 

tance x fr.om the transverse ,center hine ,by substituting 
i,n .the following formulas: 

. 
j 

- ', (.,.=?2 - v1 . . : ’ 
Cl ,- ‘C2 : . . . 

. . 
es e 

b,u, -- b,u,, .+ (b2 - “?I xE; } . . .’ 
(7) 

c2b, - clb, 

E ClU2. - c,u,:+ (c2 - c,.)xc, 
= I 

z cab, - 'cltii 
. ,' I 

. 

where' the subscripts 1 
and 2 in figure 29. 

&n:d 2 refer to the pointers 1 
..:. - . . 

Substitution of the measured pointer displacements' 
for stringer B in equati.on (7) gave the rotations 8x, 
EY' -6,, shown in ffgures 31 to 33 for loads-from 23,000 
to 36,500 pounds. Failure oc'curred by'rcri'tical 
instability of the stringers at a load'of 36',500'pouhds, 

.I > 
. . .The twist 6,' about the axis of the stringer 'is seen . . 

from ffgure 31 to alternate at low loads from posttive to 
negative values corresponding roughly to the buckles, which 
are shown di.agr,ammatically,~beJ.o~ the.curves;,, As the load 
increases, a twist of the stringer as a whole is superposed 
on the alternating twist. 

. 
'rhe twist -6y about the axis normal to the stringer 

in plane.'of the sheet; which.is shown in figure 32, a& 
proaches zero at the ends'and the middle'of, the stringer.' 
The, stringer deforms lik'e a column with clamped e&s bend- 
ing out of the,plane of the sheet (see also sketch in f,ig. 
32). * 

The twist B.i-4. of stringer,B about an axis.normal to 
the sheet is shown in figure 33. The twist abbutVthis " 
axis is too small-for accura%e~:measure&nt;'it'shows dsc'il- 

, lations that are probably,due to the buckles in the'adja-' 
cent sheet. I ,. , : 

. . . . . . . 1. 'J 
'The curves Ey(x) and 8,(x),' must have in average' ' 

'. : . . # 
:. * : . 
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value of zero to satisfy the condi,tion of zer.0 displace- 
sent v, w at’ the ends of;’ the stringer; this requirement 
follows directly from the relati’ons Cy = dw/dx and 
e = z dv ,/dx connecting w and v with 6 Y and es, re- 
spectively. Actually, 6y and 6, were' found to have 
average values definitely higher than zero. An examina- 
tion of the data showed that this discrepancy could be as- 
cribed to a small displacement to one side of the equidis- 
tant vertical wires B-B (fig. 30), the displacement in- 
creasing with the Load. No attempt was made to correct 
the curves in figures.32 and 33 for this displacement, 
since the correction would only,involve downward displace- 
ment of each curve as a whole, 

The deformation of the stringers of specimen 6 was 
also measured with pointers. *A different method was used 
which gave greater accuracy and was more conv,enient than 
the method applied to specimen 1. The twists Gx, E , 

Y 
and’ 6,, were measur’ed by ‘the relative displacements 

Vl -v3, u1 - u3, and ua - us, of three black crosses 
that were marked on cardboard glued to sheet aluminum 
pointers attach’ed to the web of the Z-section at the cen- 
troid as indicated in figures 34 and 35. The twists of 
the section about axes through the centroid are given by 
(see ‘fig. 35): 

Vl 7 v3 
8, = -- 

% 
- u3. U2 - U3 

I cy = 9 
c13 c13 

ez = -- 

b23 
(8) 

where cl3 and b,, are the distances between the crosses 
indicated in figure 35 and where ul’ U2' and u3 denote 
displacements of the crosses 1, 2, and 3, parallel to the 
stringer, and v1 and v3 denote displacements of the 
crosses 1 and 3 normal to the stringer and parallel to the 
plane of the sheet. Attachment of the pointers to the web ’ 
of the Z section rather than to the outstanding flanges 
prevented errors from local buckling of the flanges of the 
stringer. The use of the third cross 3 permitted the meas- 
urement of twists without having to measure displacements 
relative to a distant reference wire as in specimen 1 (fig. 
30) and eliminated the errors from a displacement of the 
reference wires. The use of black crosses provided more 
accurate reference marks than the high lights on the rifle 
shot and permitted the measurement of twists E, and cY 
with a sensitivity of about a0.0002rEdian. 

c 
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Figures 36 to.38:.show.the rotations' ex, cy, and 
, * 

8, for the central stringer R of specimen 6 for'loads. 
ranging from 1,400 to 18,0OO..pounds. 

. . .:. 
Figure 36'shows the.twLst . 6x about the axis of the 

stringer, Comparison with ffgure 31 shows a relative pre- 
dominance of the,over-all twF$t of the stringer as a rod 
twisted from,the,+nds on'ahich are super$osed the alter- 
nating 'twists due probablyto. the buckles-in the sheet. '., 2 

Figure 37.'sho?s the rotation Ey of stringer R' 'due 
to bending-about an axis parallel to the plane of the sheet 
at right angles .to,the stringer. Comparison with figure 
32 shows that,this bendingsis different in distribution and 
is of much lowsr,magnLtude, The experimental error in 
reading Ey,is,too large f~ establish the nature of the 
bending definitely; ff'is.probably due in part to the ac- 
tion of the.buckles in the sheet while, for specimen 1, 
the bendj.n&'was due principally to.column action'of the 
stringer. 

. . . . 
,. '. 

Firure 38 shows t-he.rotation ', F z about an axis nor- 
sal'to the sheet. 'The measured rotattons are very small 
and li'e, in most cases, .witbin the,,accidental scatter of 
points, which was found to be of the order of $0.002 ra- 
dian for'these'measruements, This rbl&tively large'scat- 
ter.cap be ascribed to' the'repIacemeht of the Zeiss trav- 
oling,microscope by anothcr'microscopo that could measure 
the rslatfve'displacement of two hoints as far apart as 
points 2 and 3 (fig. 35). 'Ph.6 general slope of the'points 
from right to loft indicates a small amount of bending of 
the central stringer in the glane of,the sheet. 

' Failure of specimen 6 occurred by critical instabil- 
ity of the stringers atma load of 18,400 pounds, The 
sheet&side of speciien 6'after.failure is shown in‘figure 

:39; Comparison with figure.14 sho%s"that the 0.025-inch 
.sheet of specimen.6 ,buckled betweenrivets in a'number of 
places but,that there,was.no buckling'between rivets for 
the O.C7-inch sheet of 'specimen 1. "' ' . 

. .' 
. . . 

,CCMi?ARISON.~IhE MODEL BASIN RESULTS 
: . I 

“A'comparison of"the test results from the two shoet- 
stringer $pocimens given horefn with five specimens of the 
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same design and of various lengths. tested at the Navy model 
basin are shown in figures 40 and 41 and In table III. 

E‘igure 40 shows the average load per stringer element 
and per sheet element plotted as a function of the external 
load on the specimen for the three 0.07Linch Alclad panels 
tested at the model basin and for specimen 1 tested at the 
National Bureau of Standards,, The ., stringer load for speci- 
men 1 was calculated by multiplying the .average stringer 
stress for the three stringers by the btringer area, the 
stringer stress being determined from the measured stringer 
strains :(fig. 15) and the stress-strain curve of the 
stringer as given by the short-column test (fig. 4). ’ The 
average plate load was then taken as one-!fourth the ‘differ- 
ence between the total external load and the load on the 
three stringers. The points for the specimens tested at 
the model basin were taken from.curves giving string’er 
loads and plate loads, which were obtained from the Bureau 
of Aeronautics of the .Navy Dqartment. The stringer loads 
for these curves were calculated by multiplyfng the meas- 
ured average.stringer strain at the center section by a 
Young’s modulus of 10.5 X 106 pounds per square inch and 
by the stringer area of 0.13 square inch. The points in 
figure 40.wsre copied from these curves, except for a small 
correction for yielding made with the help of figure 4. 
The Boints for the four specimens scatter’about a common 
curve beginning with a straight-line portion, in which the 
ratio of stringer load to plate load remains constant up to 
an external. load of .about 20,000 pounds. Beyond this load, 
the sheet ceased to carry its full share of the,!oad because 
of buckling and the slope of the’two curves changes to an- 
other pair of stratght lines. The ‘load at. failure varied 
through a small range frqm 36,‘OOO’pounds to 37,000 pounds. 

Figure 41 shows the corresponding’ set of’curves for 
the three 0.025-inch.sp’ecimens, two tested at the model 
basin and the .third at the ‘National Bureau of Standards 
(specimen 6). In this case, .buckling of. the sheet occurred 

at a much lower load and the two curves cease, to be straight 
lines.through the origin beginning at a load of about 2,000 
pounds., The stringer loads for the specimens tested.at the 
model basin were consistently lower than for specimen 6, 
the difference being as much as 8 percent for some of the 
points, There was also a considerable difference in the 
load at failure, which w&s 15,BO.O and”lS,lQO pounds for the 
specimens tested at the model basin and 18,400 pounds for 
the specimen tested at the National Bureau of S.tandards. 
The differenc.e is believed to’be due’ to ,the difference in 

. 

tr 
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the end restraint of the.panel for the two tests. The 
specimens at the model basin were tested with bare flat 
ends while the speeimen at the National Bureau of Standards 
was testqd with flat ends cast in.Woodts metal.,, The cast- 
ing-in of the ends probably served to give greater end re- 
straint to the stringers and to prevent local crinkling 
and subsequent failure of the thin sheet at the ends. 

The sheet-load curves in figures 40 and 41 were used 
to compute the effective width of the sheet by applying the 
definition of effective width as the width of sheet that, 
subjected to a uniform stress equal to the stringer stress, 
will support a load equal to the sheet load. The ratio of. 
the effective width w to the initial width w. of the 
sheet between adjacent stringers is then equal to the ratio 
of the average sheet stress Ps/As to the average stringer 
stress, P,t l%t) which leads'to the formula 

PJA; 
W = 

Pst/Ast wo 

where' P', and P,t are the measured sheet loads and 
stringer loads, w. = 4 inches is,,the initial sheet'width, 
and A, and Ast are the cross-sect,iqnaP areas of a 
sheet element and of a stringer element;~respectively. 
The effective widths for the specimens with the 0,070-inch 
sheet in figure 42.group about a common- curve for.stringer 
stresses above the buckling stress.' Figure 43 shows that 
the effective widths of the thin-sheet specimens 4 and 5 
tested at the model basin were generally greater than those 
for specimen 6 up,to loads approaching failure; near the 
ultimate, the effective widths of all three specimens had 
approximately the came value. . 

Table III summarizes the loads per sheet element and 
stringer element, together with the average stringor 
stresses and effective widths.at failure for the five ' 
spacimens,tested at the model basin and the two specimens 

'tested at the National Bureau of Standards. 

The total loads at failure for the,four specimens of 
0.070-inch 24ST Alclad were found to be nearly independent 
of the length of specimen and the location of test, the 

'values rangingfrom 36,OOO'pcunds to 37,000 pounds. In the 
case of the three specimens of 0.025-inch 24ST sheet mats- 
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rial, the total load at failure of 18,400 pounds for the 
specimen tested at the National Bureau of Standards is 
about 15 percent higher than the loads of 15,800 and 
1 6,100 pounds for the two specimens tested at the model 
basin. The diffsronce is due principally to the increase 
of about 21 percents in the average'load carried by the 
stringer element for spe,cimen 6 as compared to that car- 
ried by,the stringer element of the specimens tested at 
tho model bas'in. 

The sheet load at failure was very nearly constant 
for a given thickness of sheet, ranging from 5,500 to 
5,650 pounds for the 0.070rinch 243T Alclad sheet and 
ranging from 900,to 1,100 -pounds .for the ,0.025-inch 24ST 
sheet, 

The average stringer stress at failurc.was equal' to 
36,200 pounds per square iktch for .cach one of tho two spcc- 
imens tested at the National Bureau of Standards. It 
rangod from 30;200 to 38,400 pounds per squaro inch for 
the speci;;lans tested at the model basin, the stringer 
stress at failure being about 10 to 20 percent lower in 
two 19-inch specimens tested at.,the model basin compared 
with the two 19-inch specimens tested herein. Good agree- 
ment was obtained between the stringer stress at failure 
for the shorter specimens 2A and 2B and the two spcci:.rons 
tested at the National Bureau of Standards. The relativo 
loss in buckling strength of the.stringers for specimens 
4 and 5 tested at the model.basin is probably due to the 
difference in end condition, the bare, flat-end condition 
providing less restraint than the casting of the ends in 
Roodls metal used inthe present tests. 

COMPARISON WIT3 THEORETICAL RESULTS 

Deformation of Sheet 

Timoshonkols thoory,- The deformation of tho buckled 
sheet between the stringers may be theoretically approxi- 
mated by Timoshenko's theory (referenca.19, pp. 370, 390, 
etc.), which considers each buckle to be deformed as a rec- 
tangular plate or sheet 'buckling under edge compression. 
Figure 44 shows the coordinates that were u,sed in applying 
Timoshenko's theory as well as the other theories considered 
later in this paper, Timoshonko assumes the displacement w 
normal: to the plane of the sheet to be a sinusoidal bucklo: 

w = f co9 P.cos 2x 
;?a 2b 00) 
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He approximates the displacement u in the plane of the 
sheet and in the direction of the load by 

Cl sin ITX 
Il.= nY - cos - - 8X 

a 2b 
(11) 

The mean displacement in the direction of the load there- 
fore corresponds to a compressive strain e. The displace- 
ment v in the plane of the sheet normal to the load Is 
taken as 

V = % sin y cos g + ay (1.2) 

The constants f, C,, and C, aro determined by making 
the strain energy. corresponding to a,given compression e 
a minimum. The constant a is taken as zero for the case 
in which the edges Y, = *II of, the plate are assumed to be 
fixed .against a displacement. v in the y direction. It 
is calculated for the case of;,edges v = i-b free to ex- 
pand in the y direct;.on by so. determining a that the 
sum of the normal.stresses along the vertical edges of the 
plate, is equal,to zero. 

In applying ex-oressions (10) to (12) to describe the 
deformation fn a buckled sheet the edge conditions of zero 
curvature and constant displac;ment along the nodal lines 
x = =a of the buckle,are,satisfied. The restraint along 
the stringer edges y = &b is far more complicated. It 
will be affected by the torsional,and flexural rigidity of 
the strfnger as well as by the method of attachment of the 
she-et to the stringer. The assumptions (10) to (12) corre- 
spond to edge conditions of zero bending moment and zero 
normal displacenent at the stringer. Such edge conditions 
cannot be satisfied by a stringer of practical design 
since these stringers would necessarily have zero torsional 
rigidity coupled with infinite flexural rigidity about one 
principal axis'. It will be assumed, neverthaloss; for the 
purpose of comparison, that t-he sheet deforms as described 
by equations (10)to (12), a in equation (12) being chosen 
for the case of free expans&on in the y direction along 
the stringer e,dges., The,order of agreement between ob- 
served and calculated deformatLons will then be taken as a 
measure of the adoquacy'o'f 'Timoshonkols 'app'roximate theory 
as applied to the present, problem of the deformation of the 
buckled sheet Vn sheet-stringer panels. 5' 
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The median-surf&cs strains may b'e calculated according 
to Timoshenko from the.assumed displacements u, v, and 
W by substituting them in the equations 

, 
= au 2 .’ 

E 
X 

ax+l 2.E 
( J 2 ax/ 

.I 

(13) 

a~ au aw aw 
y x’y =- - f’--c -+ - ‘i 

ax ay ax ay j 

Equation's (13)' will'coritain the unkrio'vn' coil'stants C,, Ce, 
and f. The values of 'these constantsLre.determined by 
making'the 'total-,str&,in energy stored:in the plate a mini- 
mum'. The procedure,'of calculation'is'outlined in detail 
fn,,reference 19.'(p. 391). Timoshenko carries the calctila- 
tions to a numoricai conclusion only'foi; the case of a 
square 'sheet (b/a"= 1). If the calculations are carried 
out for the more general case of a rectangular sheet, the 
following expressions result 
ca' with an.assumed value of 

. 
f = 1.07 t 

for the constants f, . Cl t and 
Boissonls ratio u = l/3: 

(b/a)"+ "ix 

2R(b/a)" 

.:. . , Cl f?R1 
= 0.139 - .a (14) 

. . . . I 
* . , 

c2 
faRa 

= Oil39 - 
. ', I.. F' 

, 
Where ..t " ,'i@..fhe thickness. . I 

n"=' eje,, , ', ratio ,of Lsheet strain at stringer 
y = xb: .to the critical strain..e& at 
which buckling occurs.. . . 

R,' R,, and. R, ., 'functions of b/a given by fig- 

ure 45 (Ra rather than R was plotted because 
it occurs more frequently in subsequent equa- 
tions). 
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The critical strain for,buqkling, of tho,sheot is given 
by the equation 

.I 
. 

8 
ta!-(b/d)a + 1 1 a . 

cr = -0.927 -I 
aaL 2(b/a)" j 

05) 

The functions R, R,, and B, were adjusted to be equal 
to unity for the case of the square.sheet (b/a = 1). For 
this special case, the formulas (14) and (15) will reduce 
to the corresponding expressions given by Timoshenko except 
for minor differences that may be ascribed to Timoshenko's 
choice of Poissonfs ratio as u = 0.3 
present choice of u'= l/3. 

compared to the 
The vaIue of l/3 was chosen 

herein since it led to cancellation of several terms with 
the factor 1 - 3~. 

Substitution of ehuation (14) *in equation (13) gives 
the following expressions for-the axial and transverse 
median-surface strains: 

t= 7 (b/ala+ 1 2r 
<X 

z-1 1 RI i-0.927n+ (n-1)/G.499acosEcosEJ 
\ 

a2 L 2(b]a)2..'_j- L \ R .a 2b' 

) (16) 

f0"317R2 - o'.7o4 ) 
'(b/a)R" (b/a)'R' 

I’ 

The stresses may be calculated from the strains by using 
the familiar relations 

* 
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where V’ 
material. 

i;hEh;o;;lue .of“Poissonl s ratio for the sheet 
PS carried by the sheet must be 

equal to the resultant of the axial stresses across the 
edge . x = constant. Making use of equations (16) and (17), 
ps becomes 

+b 

bEt= = [(b/a)’ + 11 , a !Y.591(n-1) m-v, 
a i 2(b/a)a ,? L” Ra 

sin2 (” 
x ‘., 

: -t 
a .zc 

G,528(n- 1) 0.715(n-l)R 
-t cos q2L’+- 

(b]la)a Ra ‘*2a c Ra 

- 1.852 n + ‘(n -‘l) - 
0.238R2 0.529 

1 (18) 
(b/a)R’ (b/a) aR2 ’ 

It follows from equation (18) that the compressive (nega- 
tive) load carried by the sheet is least at tho crest of 
a buckle (x = 0) and greatest at the nodes (x ‘= fa). 
The total l’oad must be independent of x; thorefore, the 
load taken by the stringers must vary in such a way as to 
compensate for the variations in sheet load. 

.The expressions (16) ‘to (18) may be applied directly 
to predict. the behavior of the sheet in a sheet-stringer 
specimen provided that the ratio b/a of buckle width to 
buckle length is known. The length 2a of the buckle will 
depend on the condition of restraint of the sheet at the 
stringer edges; in addition, there must be an integral 
number of buckles along the length of the stringer. A 
rough calculation of a 
ence 32, p. 245) for 

(reference 19,.p. 329, and refer- 
sheet-stringer specimen 1 having a 

freo length 

and a stringer spacing 

t = 19 in. 
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2b14in. 

gave five buckles or 

, 2a = 3.8 in. 

for the extreme case of simply supported edges and seven 
buckles or 

. 
ia = 2.7 in. 

for the case of rigid clamping-at the stringer edges y = 
*b and simple support at the loaded edges'. Dfrect meas- 
urement of the buckle length for the 0.070-inch specimen 
(specimen 1) gave on the average 

?a = 2.7 in. 

or appraximately seven buckles; that is, 2a agrees closely 
with the theoretical value for rig.id clamping. Assuming 
seven buckles and neglecting the effect of the Wood's metal 
end supports gives the following values for the parameters 
b/a, R2, R,, and R, found in equations (15) to (18): 

-b/a = 1.473, R2 = 0.737, RI = 1.112, Rs = 0.526 (19) 

Substituting further 

E = l-O,5 X lo6 lb./sq. in., V 'L l/3, b = 2 in. 

t = 0.07 in., a = 1.358 in. (20) 

gives, for specimen 1, 
strain: 

the following value for the critical 

ecr = 13.1 x lo-" ,' 
; (21) 

. .I 
This strain corresponds to a critical load of 

3 cr = Ee,,A =20800lb. ' .' (22). 

and a critical stress of 13,800 pounds'per square inch, 
which.fs in good a'greement.with the observed stress of 
around 13,000 pounds'per. square inch, (fig; 42) at which 
buckling started, The sheet. load per eleme*nt i$; from 
equatfon (18), ,' 
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?6 = 2150 -1717n + 344(n-X)cos n5.1b., for p > pcr (23) 

where 

n = e/ecr = e/13.1 X lo’* (24) 

In order to compare this sheet load with the observed sheet 
load plotted in figure 40, it was necessary to determine 
the theoretical total load P on the sheet-stringer panel. 
This total load consisted of the load carried by four sheet 
olessnts and by three stringor e’lements. ‘The lbad carrfod 
by the four ehcot elements will be ‘approximately eq,ual to 
four times the average sheet load given by oquation (23) ff 
the cosine term is ne:rlectod since the buckle pattern on 
the four sheet elements will. be, in general, out of phase 
with each other by a random amount, The total load carried 
by the stringers was ,estimated by multiplying the average 
stringer strain e ‘by E = 
inch ‘and the resulting’ 

,10.5 x lo6 po’unds per ‘square :, 
stress by the total strin.?er area. 

Figure ‘40 shows as curves a the sheet load against the 
total load on the spec’imen estimated by the foregoing pro- 
cedure for the extreaie cases of a section through a crest 
X = 0, where the sheet load is a minimum, and a section 
through a node x = rteb,’ whore it is a maximum. . Tho corro- 
sponding maximum and minimum possible loads por stringor 
ele,oent were calculated from these curves by subtracting 
tne minimum and maximum possible sheet loads from the the- 
oretical total load just defined and dividing by 3: 

P st = 
P - 4P, 

= -1782nF 459 lb., for p ' pcr (25) 
3 

The corresponding two curves are also shown in ‘figure 
40. The measured loads per stringer element and per sheet 
elomont are seen to lie betwoon tie extromc values. Ph cy 
scatter through a rnuch smaller range than that correspond- 
ing to the difference between the extremes. This fact in 
itself does not necessarily indicate a weakness in 
Time shsnko 1 s theory. One would qxpact the spread in the 
observed sheet loads to be reducad by the method of measur- 
ing stringe,r loads over a gage length of 2 inch,es, which 
is comparable ‘to the length of.2.7 inches of a buckle; the 
:ileasured sheet load would be .an avera.gc value over,a 2- . 
inch length, It will fur’thermoro,be noticed that the meas- 
ured sheet loads represent average’s of four sheet el.etnents. 
The average values could only reach the cxtre&s if the 
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buckle patterns in the four sheet-,al-ements were either in 
phase or 180° out bf pha'se,; figures .:12 and 17,indicate that 
the.buckles in both specimens were distributed more nearly 
at random. The difference between. observed and theoretical 
loads at high,stresses is also probably due in part to.the 
plastic behavior of the material. At failure, the average 
observed sheet load was about 7 percent below the average 
calculated load and the. stringer load was the same percent- 
age above it. 

The theoretical vaiua of sheet load' P 
.I. 

.determined 
from equation (23) were used to calcula%e the" effective 
width ( 9); of the s'heet as a functfon of the stringer 
stress (10.5 X lO"e).. The resulting curves for: effective 
width at ,the buckle crest and the buckle'node are shown as 
curves a in figure 42 for comparison with the measured 
values, which lie between the two curves within the obser- 
vational error. . . 

In order to compute the axial median fiber strain ox 
along the transverse center line through bay 3 (fig. ll), 
the phase .x/a of the buckle at this. section must be 
known. The phase of the buckle was not accurately known, 
but'it was roughly the same as far the center line through 
bay 3 of specimen 6, for which it was x/a = 0.696. Sub- 
stituting.this value of x/a and the values of the con- 
stants given in equations (19) Pn equations (16) gave the 
following strain distribution along the transverse center 
line through bay 3: 

EX = 10-4 [:13.1 n f (n-l) cosy$j f 21.5 
i 

(26) 

Figure 46 shows a.comparison of the strain calculated from 
this expression, curve (a), with the measured strains at a 
total external load of 25;:OOO pounds. The observed values 
scatter uniformly about the.theoretical curve, 

Figures 47 to 52 give the results of a comparison of 
Timoshenkols theory, shown as curves,(a), with the test 
results on specimen 6, In this case, a more complete com- 
parison was possible than for specimen 1 because contours 
and transverse strains were measured in addition to axial 
strains. At the same time the sheet material did not have 
an Alclad coating, so that t.he possibility of prematuro 
ytelding o'f the coating did not .enter as a complicating 
factor. 
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In the determinationof the length of the buc,kles in 
this case, the same values, that is, 2a = 2.7 inches, 
seven buckles, for clamped edge-s y = *b, and 2a = 3.8 

. Snches, five buckles, for simply supported edges, are ob- 
tained from.the tiieo'ry. 
length was found to "be 

The measured value,,of the buckle b.. 

2a = 2.35 in. 

(so0 figs. 27 and 28) as against 2.7 inches for specimen 
1; thi's corresponds to eight buckles. Inspection af the 
other two bays showed seven instead of eight buckles. 

Assuming seven buck189 as for specimen 1 gives 'the 
following values forthe Iparameters entering equations 
(15) to (18): " : 

b/a = .x.473, Ra = 0.737, R, = 1.112, Rj = 0.526 (27) 

Substituting further '/ 

E = 10.5~10~ lb./sq. in., u = l/3, b = 2 in., 

a = 1.358 in., t = 0.025 in. (28) 

for specimen 6 gives the following values for the critical 
strain and.the critical load: 

ecr = 1.67 X lo-" (29) 

P cr = 1390 lb, (30) 

The measured buckling load was more nearly 2,000 pounds 
(fig. 52). The sheet load is, from equation (18), 

Ps = -97,7 - 78.0 n + 15.63 (n-l) cos ne lb. ' (31) 

,The maximum and minimum loads per stringer element are by 
the same prOCedUr8 as that used for calculating equation 
(25), 

p% st -228 n 220.8 (n-1) lb. for P > PC, (32) 

whero 

n = e/ocr = e/1.67 X 10'" (33) 

The sheet load and the stringer load were'calculated as a 
, 
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c 

L 

function of total load as .for specimen 1 to give the set 
of curves (a) shown in figure 41. The measured values 
lie between ths limfting theoretical.curves up to loads 
within 12 percent of the ultimate load. At this load, 
there may have be811 a drop in effective width dU8 to buck- 
ling of the sheet between rivets (see n.fxt paragraph). 

The effective wiatn corresponding to the crest and 
nod8 of the buckle was calculated from the,theoretical 
values of sheet load and was plotted against the stringer 
stress in figure 43 for comparison with the measured val- 
ues. Tao measured effective width lies within the wid8 
band defined by th8 two theoretical curves up to a compres- 
sive stress of about 3C,OOO pounds per square inch. The 
observed affective width values fall below Timoshenkots 
curves at this stress, owing to a suddan drop in effective 
width at a stress of about 28,000 pounds per square inch. 
This sudden drop. is probably due to the buckling of the 
sheet between rivets (se8 fig. 39), since it was found 
that the stress of 28,OOd‘pounds -per'square inch corre- 
sponded almost exactly to the bucklin g stress of the sheet 
between rivets as calculated upon Bowlandls assumption 
(reference 33) that the sheet between rivets will buckle 
like an .EUl8r column of rectangular soCtiOn with clamped 
ends having .a thickness t equal to that of tha shaet and 
a longth L equal to the rivet spacing. This assumption 
leads to the expression: 

ccr = 
Tr23; 2 = )-raX 10.5X106X 0.025a 
3La 3 X i.0.8?52 

= 28,300 lb./sq. in. 

The theoretical shape of the buckle f.or specimen 6 
fs, from equations (10) and (14): 

W = 0.0228 hi CO9 E CO9 g ina (34) 

The normal displacement 'w was calculated from equation 
(34) for sections x = 0 and y = 0 through the crest 
of a buckle and for total loads of 6,800 pounds and 10,900 
pounds. The resulting va,lues are shomn in figuras 27 and 
28 as dotted curves for comparison with the measured'val- 
U8S. Timoshenkors assumed contour is seen to agree ap- 
proximately with the observed contour except near the 
stringer, which exerts a restraining moment on the sheet 
not considered in Timoshenko's theory. 

. 
Keasuredents of the buckle contours from plaster casts 
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indicated that tho transverse center line on bay 3 between 
stringers R and S, on which axial and transverse strain 
distributions Were measured occurred at a section 
9 = 0,698 relative to the crest of a buckle. a Substituting 

this value of 2 as well as equations (27) in equations 

(16) gave the folloaing theoretical relations far the lon- 
gitudinal and transverse strain: 

\ E x = lo-* t-1.68 n + (n-1)x 
i. 

( 
-0.786 TY x co's - -t 2.74 COB 

2b 
i “)I 

2b'f 

.EY = 10-4 [0.519.+ 0.041 n + (n-l) X, 
> (35) 

X ( 0.201 co9 sin a TTY\? 
\ I* + G.3'37 

2b/ -j I 

Pigures 47 and 48 shot as curves (a) the axial strains 
cX calculated from equations (35)for loads of P = 6,800 

and 10,900 pounds for comparison with the measured strains, 
ahich are shown as points. Tha. moasurcd values.,are found 
to scatter about the calculated curvds. 

The transverse strain for the 10,900-pound load is 
shown as curve (a) in figure 49;together mith the meas- 
ured values of strain over a l-inch gage length' as record- 
ad in figure 20. The theoretical curve does not describe 
tho measured strain at all; even the sign of the strain 
is opposite to that measured at tha centar of the bay. 
The discrepancy may be traced principally to the use by 
Timoshenko of an arbitrary though mathematically convenient 
assumption for the transverse diSplaC8m8nt v 
121. 

(equation 

The distribution of axial stress across' the shset mas 
calculated for the traneverse center line by substftuting 
the strains givenby equatfons(35) in the plane stress 
equations (17). Figure 50 shows:the resulting values for 
a load of 6,800 pounds as curves (a), together with corre- 
sponding values for the stress distribution along a trans- 
verse section, through the crest of a buckle and through 
the node of a buckle. The stresses calculated from the 
observed strains are shown as open points for comparison. 
The points represent single measurements of stress excapt 

. 

. 

. 

L 
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for the stressos at the axial center line,, which were av- 
erages .of readings'ovcr a l-inch gage length on three' 
buckles. A similar set of stress-dfstribution curves for 
a load of 10,900 pounds is shown' in figure 51, 

The observed points scatter about the theoretical 
curves. They do not confirm the large variation in stress 
distribution in going from buckle node to buckle crest 
that follows from.Timoshenko's theory. The points are too 
few. in number to give a sati,sfactory check of the theory. 
It is hard to believe, however., that the actual stress- 
distribution curve would fall off as rapidly as curve. (a) 
for a section through a buckle crest and that it would 
rise to a maximum amay from the stringer edge for a sec- 
tion through a buckle-node. 

The.axial and transv.ersc strossos at the crest of a 
buckle were calculated to be 

: 
Crx(O,O) = -1580 - 186 n lb./sq. in.; 

(38) 
- . '. ~~(o;o) = 440(n-1) lb./sq. fn. I 

These stresses are plotted as'curves (a) in figure 52 with 
measurod,valuos-of the stresses shown for comparison. It 
is i.nteresting to note that theiaasured transverse tensile 
stress is-greater in magnitude than'the axial compressive' 
stress for total*loads greater than 8,400 pounds. Curves 
(a) deviate increasingly from the measured stresses for 
loads greater than 4,000 pounds. The calculated axial 
stress increases with increasing load, whfle the observed 
axial stress decreases and actually becomes zero at a load 
of 12,000 pounds. The measured transverse stress tends . 
toward a cdnstant'vtilue at high loads while it increases 
linearly according to the theory. 

7 J, WI. '&ankLandls .theor.;-.- An approximate theoretical 
.solution for the stress distribution in the buckled sheet 
of a sheet-stringer panel under end compression has been 
worked out by J. X. Frankland of the Bureau of Aeronautics. 
#ranklandIs solution'differs from Timoshenkols in assuming 
initially only a normal displacement w, which is approx- 
imated by the series 

w= iiTTy t zn A, cos g cos - 
2b 
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without'making any assumpti'ons relative to the other two 
!tisplacements u and v. 'The contour defined by equation 
(37) sa,tisfies' the assumed end conditions of zero ,bending 
moraent and z.ero normal .displac,ement at the edges x ='*a, 
Y = =b of the buckle, The median fibor strosses are do- 
termined from equation (37) to'give the require'd force re- 
sultants in the plane'of the plate and to maintain the 
originally rectangular portion of plate 2a by 2b rectangu- 
lar after buckling b.y making 'use of von Ksir&nfs diff,eron- 
tial equations linking t,hc bending stresses due to buck- 
ling with the median surface Stresses (reference 32, p, 
349). The coefficients Amn '*entering in the resulting 
exgre'ssions are finally determined by the principle of 
least work, 

Carrying out this calculation for a buckle shape with 
four unknown coefficients -\1', A1s, As1, A,, showed an . 
appreciable variation between the plate load at the crest 
and that at a node. Such-a condition would necessitate 
shears between the Plato and the stringer that had not 
been considered in tho expression for the'strain energy, 

In order to inc,lude .these shears in the expr,ession 
for the to.tal energy stored in the panel, a further analy- 
sis w&s made by J. id. Frankland. This analysis was.car- 
ried to a numerical conclusion for the special case of a 
square sinusoidal bucklo pattern described by 

w=Acos~cos~ . (36) 

with the following results for the stress'distribution: 

r 

OX = DC ;A- L-’ (r.+ cos 2 ny) + 0.341 f" cos 2 o,x 7 
L l+r J 

I 

( h-l 
5y=-(Jk l+'r + 0.341,f) cos,'2 ax : 

/ 

T = oc(0.341.f' sin 2 ax) 

. 

. 

. 
, 

, 

i (39) 
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. 

c 

n 

where .I : '. . . . 
--I-? Et a . '. . . . . : 

.gc = is the critical stress for buck- 
12 bs(1 - va) 

:, ' ,- I . ,.I 
line of sheet into rectangular lobes (46) 

J, load parameter (A= :l, 5, = 0,) :, 

A t&2 bt ' : " 
r ' ." . = relative'~rsinfor,cement by stringer 

1 -i- (Ast/2 bt)' L 

A st . stringer area . -= 
2 bt plate area 

7-r I? .: '-& = 7 = 
2a buckle length 

a = b 

The coefficients' f, ft., f " 

. . 

._ 

in equation (39) are gipen by 

I 
h-l!- cash sinh 

0.341f = k -- 1 2.603 
2ay 

2o.y 
2ay 

- - 
l+r eT/2 en'/2 1 
h -1 

0.341f' = k 1.603 
sinh 2ay 

- 2aY 
cash 2a.y l+r en/2 en/2 1 

. h -1 
0.341f" = k 

l+r C 
0.603 

co sh 2ay 
- zw 

ainh 2ay ., * 

en/2 e*/2 1 J . . 
where . . 

k= u A,t/(='t) 
(42) 

and u is Poissonls ratfo. 

Frankland derived the following expressions for the string- 
er load and the sheet load in his second analysis: . 



I 
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? st =Ast a, A+= (h- 
c 

1) (1 + 0.490 k cos 2ax) 
1-l-r 

(43) 

PS 
- 2 bt oc x - r- (h - 1) (1 + 0.490 

l+r 

Equations (43) were applied to calculate the plate 
loads and stringer loads for specimens 1 and 6 by substi- 
tuting (20) and (28) in equations (43). The results for 
sections through the crest and the n,ode of a buckle (x = 0, 
X = a) are shown as curves (b) in fi’gures 40 and 41 for 
comparison with the observed rasults and the results of 
Timoshenkols approximate thoory. Satisfactory agreement 
with the observed values for specimen 1 was obtained up to 
loads within 20 percent of the load at failure. The ob- 
served sheet loads for specimen 6 were about 10 percent bo- 
low the theoretical loads. There was much less variation 
in the theoretical stringer load along a buckle than for 
Timoshenkol s theory. 

The effective width of the sheet for both specimens 
was calculated from equations (43) as a function of string- 
or stress using the. same procaduro as already outlined for 
a similar comparison with Timoshenko’s theory. The result- 
ing values, which are shown as curves (b) in figures 42 and 
43 are seen to give an approx’iaate description of the ef- 
fective’ width for .the spec.ime’ns with the, 0.0’70-inch she’et 
(fig, 42), wheroas they give high values for the effective 
width of the other specimens (fig. 43) for stringer stresses 
in excess of, 15,000 pounps per squara inch. 

A dire’ct comparison with the measured strain distri- 
bution was obtained by converting the first two equations 
(39) into strain equations with the help of Hookels law 
for plane stress’: a 

ax - UC7 
Y EX = Y_-- I 

E, 
(44) 

and then substituting the numerical values 
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(20) ‘and (28) for, the two..specimens. The resulting 
strain distributions.are compared in figures 46 to 49 with 
the observed values, and with thoss,given by Timoshenko's 
theory. The calculated'axial strain distribution agrees 
as welL wi%h the observed values as, Timoshenko's theory 
and it has the added advantage of not leading to a maximum 
strain away from the stringer edge. The transverse strain 
(fig...49) agrees very much better,with the observod values 
than for Timoshenko's theory, probably because no arbitrary 
assumption has been made for the transverse displacement v. 

Stress distributions across the sheet according to 
Frankland's theory were calculated from equations (39) and 
were plotted as curves (b) in figures 50 and 61. The 
curves agree with the measured points somewhat better than 
do Tiuloshenkors curves (a}. The stress distribution 
changes only slightly ,Sn going froin node to crest and there 
is no stress-XdaxiiilUtti away from the stringer edge, as -for 
Timoshsnkols theory. 

The axial and transverse stresses at the crest of a 
buckle were calculated as a function of total load and 
were plotted as curves (b) in figure 52 for comparison 
with the observed values. The agreement wfth the measured 
axIs stresses is better than for Tfmoshenkols theory, es- 

.pecially at high values of the ,l'oad, but that for the 
.', transverse stresses is not so .good. 

The following value was obtained by Prankland for the 
amplitude At of the buckle:. 

At 5 - 1 1.71t - 
F- 

(45) 
l+r 

The sine curve :of this amplitude fs compared in fig- 
ures 27 and 28 with"the deflection curves observed on 
specilmen 6 and with the curve calculated from Tfmoshenko's 
theory. The curves given by Timoshenkols theory are seen 
to come.,cqnsiberably closer to the observed deflections 
than those given,,by Prankland's theory. 

k. MarPuerrels -theor;.+ If. ‘Marguerre has recently 
published the,results of a number of different attacks on 
the problem of det,ermining th8 stress distrfbution and ef- . 
fective width for a long Sheet with supported edges that 
has buckled into.a series of square buckles {reference 23). . 

He first considers the stress distribution for the 
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square sinusoidal buckle also considorad .by Frankland and 
prococds to a solution in a..manner quite*analogous to that 
used by Frankland in ,his first solution, which neglects 
the shoars betwoen the shcot and the stringor. I, 

In a second attack on’the problem (see also reference 
241, itirguerre assumes a. somewhat more complicated shape 
for the square buckle than the sinusoidal shape assumed by 
both Timoshenko and Frankland 5n. th,eir ‘numerical examples, 
namely: 

w= ( fl co9 g.- i,,cos y)co, g (46) 

Xo calculates fl and f, by the energy method combined 
wit.h the assumption ihat the shear!ng stresses along the 
lateral edges of the sheot are zero. The results of this 
calculation give’ only a slight ‘correction to the results 
of the same calculation for the sinusoidal square bucklo i 
(f3 = a. . 

Marguerre’s third attack ‘proi=‘eeds from the obsorvation 
that neither equation (38) nor, (46) is a good description 
for the contour of a severely buckled sheet. In a soveroly 
buckled sheet, most of the load will bo carried by the 
sheet close to the edgos and this portio’n of the shoet will 
develop local buckles that are superposed on tho main square 
buckles having a half wave length equal to the stringer 
spacing. 

. 

A contour that would describe a state of buckling with 
small buckles having one-third the wave length of the main 
buckles would be 

W = 
fl 

COS nz cos nz A f3 CO6 $, I/cd&l ng ,.- rl &OS %) (47) 

\’ 

. . 
The ratio f3 /fl will thon measure the relative intensity 
of the small buckles near the edge.4 The ,fjarame t er 8 71 mea s- 
sures the increase in amplitude of the small buckles in 
passing from the center of the sheet to the edge, For q = 
0, the small ‘buckles have a maximnm:,amp.li.tude:at the cen- 
ter of the sheet and, for’ n, = 1, ‘they have zero amplitude 
at the center of the sheet and ‘maxfmum’amplitudc near the 
odgo, iqarguerre assumes ‘,‘fl = l/2 ‘in his’numerical work in 
order to reduce tho number of unknown parameters from three 
to two, A further simplification is obtained by Marguerre 
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in his numerical example by taking Poisson's ratio II = 0. 
This somewhat arbitrary assumption, together with. the as- 
sumptions of zero shear stress..and zero resultant trans- 
versa force along the lateral edges of the sheet, leads to 
the following relation:for the average.axial stress i5 

'carried by.the sheet: . . . 
* 

5' Crcr E 4- 
i=- (, 

63 +: 8 9' 
1 (48) 

e - ecr 2'4 mi 3[ -i 26.5ca 

where . . 

acr is the axial stress for buckling o-f the sheet 

e,,, axial strain for buckling of the sheet 

e, axial strain (stringer strain) 

E, Young's modulus . 

C.=f,/f, 

The ratio 5 may be eliminated by a second relation: 

8 - ecr = 11.25 3%+26.5 t' '\I (49) 

8 - 1 4.02ecr -1 + 350 
c 

c" / 

In addition to his approximate calculation,Xarguerre 3&r- 
ried out a more. "exact" calculation proceeding by his first 
method of attack (similar to that used by Frankland) and 
assuming the contour given, by equation (47) with 17 = l/2. 
Unfortunately, he gives only the result for the expressions 
replacing equations (48) and (49), which were found to be 
independent of the value of u and e'quai to 

5- D& 1 .4 - 6c f 18.6cs 
=- - 

8 - ecr c 2 .'a -.3[ + 31.85' > 

(50) 

e - ecr 3,c + 31.8 [" 
1 I 

el - 4,02e,,, . l/[-F 350ca' . 
J 
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It will be noticed that equations (48) and (49) *agree with 
equaffon (50) for small values of the relative amplitude 
f, /fl of-the local buckle. 

L *. 
The sheet..l.oad. aa.y be calculated from the preceding 

formulas by multiplying the average longitudinal stress B 
by the sheet area,2 at: 

FE2 
.ti2at’T ., (51) 

The amplitude fl in equation (43) may be calculated 
by substituting the value of 1 calculated for a given 
compressive strain e from squations(48) and (49) in 
Marguerrols expression 

0 - #f,s Qcr = - (4 
64aa 

- ,3 c + 26.5 c2) (52) . 

Knowing f,, b, and rl, one can calculate the buckle 
shape from equation (47) and the axial and transverse 
stresses from Xarguerre’s approxfsate expressions 

E?-rafl" 32a2 0 
cx=-- - 

nY 
32a2 C T-r2 f, 

2+l+cos T -I- ( ) 
_ . 

and 

cJy = 
Egfl" c 

lcos 
2l-rx\ 

+.cos - f + 
32aa L a ' 

+, ii (3.'25 
. 

CO8 zE!-j 
\ a 1-I 

(53) 

(54) 

The axial stressesare independent of,.the coordinates 
x along the.buckle (fig. 44), because'of 'the'assumption 
V = 0. It'follows that the sheet load and the 'effective 
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width do not v'ary'~'along 'the .b'uckle as they "du ,abcor,ding 
to the theo'ries o:f.'Timoshenko- and of Frankland.with 'D = 
l/3.. ,. *' 

. - . ': 
Equations (48) to .(5O)'.were agplied to calculate the 

sheet and stringer loads for. specimens 1 and 6 by substi- 
tuting values of 3, a =.b, and t ‘from (20) and (28). 
The quantity "Eebr Was'taken as,the'dritical stress oc 
used in Frankland's 'the.o~y"ioqua:~i.on.40) rrith 'u = l/3; 
The results for both..the approxirtiate'relations (48) and 
(49) and the more l!exact "'relation'(50) came very close 
to each other for specimen 1 (fig. '40, curves (c),.(d)). 
There was a small diffsrencd be'tweeh the two'curves for 
specimen 6 (fig. 41., curves (c) and (a)). "Thd'calculated 
loads given by'curves (c) and. (d) are seen to agree,with 
the measured values practically up to failure. 

The effective width'df tde'sheet of specimens 1 and 
6 was calculated from,these'$ur.ves using:the procedure al- 
ready outlined. The resulting curves are,;shown as curves 
(c) dnd (d) i,n figure 42 and 43. 'The agre,ament.with the, 
measured effective,width is good up to a stringer stress 
of about 30,000 pounds per ,square inch. It is better than 
that for the other two theories, curves (a) and (b), in 
the case of specimen 6. Marguerre's "exact" theory (&rve 
(d)) describes-the observations more closely in this case 
than the approximate theory, curve (c). , 

,.The theoretical dist,ribution of strain across the 
shoot of specimen 1 ,and spectmdn 6 was calculated by divid- 
ing Xarguerrels approximate ex@rsssion (53).and (54) for 
the stress by Young!s moduIus E = lo.'5 x 106, which gave 
the curves (.c) shonn i,n fi&ros,&G.td.49.', The calculated 
distribntio.ns,of.a:xial and,tran$ve$'se strains agree less 
satisfactorily with the observed‘.values than,the'curves 
calculated from either Timoshenkols or Frtinklandis'thoory. 
The transverse strain distribution along the center line 
of specimen 6 at S$ load of.$O,900 pounds (curve..:(c), ffg. 
49) differs radically from the',qbserved strain diatribu- 
tion. This discrepancy may be_pxplainod by the differonce 
botwaen the buckle shape:(47)'gs$um?d by Marguerre .and the 
measured.bucklq sha$e; 

Curve (c) in figures.27 and 28 shows scgtions.through 
Wrguerro's buckle for loads of 6,8.00 and 10,900 bounds ,. 
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for cotipari.son with the observed values and the results of’ 
the, other two theories. The ax’ial section of the buckle 
comes somewhat closer to the observed values than the 
buckle according to Frankland’s theory but is not nearly 
so close as that according to,Timoshenko’s theory. The 
transverse section of the assumed buckle differs mora rad- 
ically from the observed buckler .shape than either Frank- 
land! s or Timoshenko s theorr, particularly for the higher 
load of 10,900 pounds. Xarguerrels choice of contour 
(equation (47)) is ?pparentJy .not suited to describing; the 
buckles in the sheet between string,ers. It takes no ac- 
coun.t of the torsional rigidity of the stringors and ac- 
tually increases t’he ‘slope of the deflection curve near the 
strfngor instead of lessening it. .The a,mpl,itudo of the 
short wave-length buckles is also too large, especially at 
the higher load. 

The axial stress distributions for. speci.men 6 at a 
load of 6,800 pounds and at a load of 10,9Ob pounds are 
shown as curves (c) in figures 50 and 51. At the 6,800- 
pound load, the curves (c) agree with curves’ (a) and (b) 
taken from Timoshenkols theory and from Frankland’s theory, 
at loest within tile scatter of the measured points. At 
tho 10,900-pound load, Marguerrels theory gives’ a more 
nearly constant stress in the center .of the sheet than, 
either the points or the other two theories. 

Curves (c) in figure 52 compare,tho theoretical axial 
and transversa st.res,ses at a buckle crest of specimen 6 
with observed values and values taken from Timoshenko’s 
and from Frankland’s theory. tiarguerrels theory gives, re- 
sults approaching those of Frankland’s theory up to a load 
of about 4,000 p6und.s. Above 8,000 pounds, Xarguerrel s 
curve for axial stress deviates increasingly from the ob- 
served values while that for transverse stress approaches 
the measured stresses, 

Formulas for, effective width,- The load carried by 
the she,et of a sheat-stringer panal under end compression 
may be computed by considering the width of the sheet be- 
tyeen stringers to be reducad by buckling to. an effective 
width’carryfng a uniform stress equal to tho stresa at the 
stringer edge of the sheet. The effeotive’ width will then 
depend on the stress, in the shoet, the dimensions of the 
sheet, the condition of restraint at the stringer,edges, 
and the stress-strain curve of the material. The effective 
width, w, is upon jh%% definition given by the simple re- 
lation 
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(55) 

c 

where P, is the sh,eet load . . 
.., .', 

t, the thic.knsss 'of'tha sheet '. 
,, 

and 0, the compres.siv,ee stress .a't thq eZgos.of the 
shoet 

It will be noted that this definition of effective 
width coincides wfth the definfti'on given by equation (9) 
only for the specfal case that the stringer stress and the 
stress at the stringer edge of the sheet are identical, 
It appears, fortunately.,. fr.om a .comparison of figures 42 
and 43, derived by the use of equation (9) with figure 55, 
which was derived from equation (55). that the two defini- 
tfons of effective width led to practically the same re- 
sult in the present sheet-stringer panels, It seemed 
preferable for a general diecussion of effective width to 
adhere to equation (55) because of its independence of the 
stringers. 

The ultimate sheet,:load P*lt for a .sheet with simply 
supported edges would correspond to an edge stress (J equal 
to the yield strength in,comp-ression ay.p.. . 

Von Karmgn (reference 5) .ha.s proposed the following formula 
for this load: ,I 4 

pult = CC Jz-2;’ . . 

which gives for the effective width corresponding to the 
ultimate sheet load 

. 

“y.p. = ct SKyy (56) 

The value of the constant C will'ddpend on the'condftion 
of restraint of the sheet at the stringer .edges. Van Karm&n 
has derived the limiting values C = 1.24 and 1.90 for a 
sheet with supported-edges of material having V = 0.3. 
Sechler has empirically obtained a relation betmeen C and 
tha ratio . . 
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where 2 a is ths width of the sheet, acco,rding to which 
C drops from about 2 for h = 0.05 to about 0.7 for h = 
1.0 (reference.9). A 'value of c = 1;7 is widely used 
for sheet-stringer panels of typical designs and falls be- 
tween van Karmants limiting values of 1.24 and 1.90. 

Although von K&rm&.n~s equation and Sechler’s ampiri- 
cal curve mere derived specifically for determining tho 
ultimate load of the sheet in shoot-stringer combinations, 
they havo been used by designers to estimate the load car- 
ried by the sheetfor edge stresses o loss than the 
yield strength of the material, Tho variation of affective 
width with edge stress pould then be given by 

w= ct Jip-. , (58) 

, It i’s convenient for purposes ‘of comparison to reduce 
equation (58) to a dimensionless form as follows. Let 
Dcr be the stringer stress at. which buckling of the sheet 
begins. Up’ to this stress, the effective width will be 
equal to tho full width 2a of’ the shoot: 

2a = ct &Fz (59) 

Solving for C and substituting in squat< on (58) gives 
for the relative effec’tive .width the simple relation 

W cr -= 
r- 2a. I;;r- 

The relative effective width given by this equation de- ’ 
pends only on the ratio of the stringer stress to the 
critical stross. 

Instoad of using, o/ocr as independent variablo, one 
may use the strain ratio e/ecr as long as the stresses 
are mlthin the range of validity of Bookels law. beyond 

I 

. 

w 
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this range; the edge. stress can be computed approximately 
from the known edge strain, .which is‘equal to,the stringer 
strain, provided that the compression stress-strain curve 
of the sheet material is known. In the present instance 
ft yas not possible, unfortunately, to obtain undeformed 
coupons for determining the compressive properties of the 
sheet of specimens 1 and 6. Compression stress-strain 
curves had, however, been obtained at the National Bureau 
of Standards by the pack method on specimens of 0.064-inch 
24ST Alclad sheet loadod in the direction of rolling (fig- 
ure 53) and on 0,.032-inch 24ST shect.loaded in the direc- 
tion of rolling (fig. 54). It seumed permissible to de- 
scribe the compressi've propsrties of the sheet material by 
these stress-strain curves at least for an approximate 
analysis, It should be noted in this connection that the 
direction of rolling coincided with the direction of the 
load in specimens 1 and 6. 

Figure 55 shows as curve (a) a plot of 
‘W 

2a 
from 

equation (GO) against ratio g/o,, l 
The individual points 

'shown in figure 55 were calculated from the test results 
on specimens 1 and.6 as plotted in figures 42 and 43; The 
stress-strain curve (fig.. 4) of.the stringer material and 
the stress-strain curves (figs. 53 and 54) of sheet material 
similar to the sheet material in the specimens were used 
to calculate the edge stress in'the sheet from the stringer 
stress and from the asswption that stringer strain ati 
&edge '&rain were identical., " 

The crftical edge stress a&r ,was calculated upon two 
assumptions. The circular points were plotted by choosing 
Ocr as equal to the value for a long, rectangular plate 
rsith supported edges: 

which gives, with E = 10.5 X 10" lb./sq. In., u = l/3, 
and 2a =4in., the following values for specimen 1 (t = 
0,070 in.) 

cTcr = 11,900 lb./sq. in. 

and for specimen 6 (t = 0.025 in.) 

d cr = 1,520 lb./sq. in. 
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The crosses in f:%'pure 55 were calculated-by ch,obsing for 
ucr the observed critical stresses 

0 cr =. 13,OOD. lb&q. in,.' 

for specimen 1 (fig. 42)'and . ' 
1 

CT 
cr = 2,5GG lb./sq: in. 

for specf'men 6 (fig; 52). : i : '. I 

In the case'of the spec~men,with'the,heavy sheet, the 
buckling stress was about 9 percent greater,'thap for sup- 
ported edges;"while, Inthe case of the thin-sheet speci- 
men, it eras about 64 perc<nt greater. .XoF:.azonont,of the 
aDoroxiaate critical stress calculatqd from oo'L;ation (51) 
(circular points) by the observed critical stress (crossed 
points) throws the pointsfor b.oth sgecimens abqut a common 
curve exce-@ting those points ihore the yielding -of the 
sheet is appreciable. 

Von Karmanl's formula is seen to be on the'conserva- 
tive side by'as much as 25,to 35 percent i,n the case of 
the thin-sheet specimen. It agrees'satisfactorily with 
the observed values for-specimen 1. 

: ' 

is to 
A somewhat better agre,ome,nt 'with thc.obsorved results 

be expeeto.d if von Kark:lanls constant C. is varied 
in accordance with Sechlerls curve, In order to verify 
this assumption, it is necessary to convert Sechlerls curve 
of c, = f(h) to the variabl'es'shown i'n figure 55 by re- 
defining h ., as 

/I 

(62) 

. ,. ,, , I ..I 
where ~3 is the edge stress,, which may be below the yield 
strength of the material. The two definitions of h (equa- 
tions (57) and, (62)) coincide for (T = o,.~,~ Taking ccr . 
as' equal to-thn value gi.ven by. aquatton (61) for a long 
rectangular sheet with supported edges gives 

. (63) 

, 
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Substituting this value of h i,.n;equation (59), which, 
with equation (62), mey.be tiritteti ,as . , 

.- 

. r., W 
,.. ‘. -A“=. hC.(A) ‘. . ‘, .(64) 

- . 2a. ., . . . . ': 
. '. " r. . 

gives curve' (b) in figure' 55.. The.eStfesctive width, accord- 
ing to 'this -formula, 1's even less.than f.or Von Karm&ls " 
formula. St is 'on tha..:cons.erva,tive side by as much as 35' 
to 50 percent for specimen 6. 

. 
9 Recently Sechlen has pr'o'posed the following formu- 

la for the effective width of 'the sheet rn'a sheet-stringer 
panel (reference 30). 

W 
-= G.50’ + 1.8i A2 
2a (65) 

.‘, . 

Substituting equation ('63). equation'(S5) bocomcs 
: . I . . . . /' . 

.=' -, - : %r '., = 0.50 +- 0.50 -' ... 
,z .'. 

. . , (66.) 
.i .,, CJ . 

. 
A plot of equation ,(66) is shown 'as.curve (c) in figure 55. 
It is seen to err on the unconservative side for high ra- 
tios G/Dcr by as much as 35 to 40 percent in the case of 

. . . 
specimen 6, 

H. L. Cox (reference 7) obtained an approximation to 
the effective width of--sheet under edge co'mpressidn by con- 
sidering the sheet as made up of'a set of column 'strips 
whose axes were parallel: to th'o;Io.ad and .calculating the ' 
load distribution 'over those' co&umn,s f'or'a ,giv'en value of 
the,co'mpression at the ends and an assumed buckle contour: 
Choosing ths'buckle contour to give simple 'support at the' 
stringer edges .gave a curva that:could bo approximated by 

-. . . 1 ~. 
.,. w - 

( 
,. 

* - = 0.09 + fpr. . 5 Gi- : - = A 
2a . 

. (a7& \ E : g' 
.' ./ . 

and choosing it for clamping at, the. stringer #edges gave a 
curve that could-be approximated, by 

. .' '. 
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w Tcr c ’ ‘. “& 

z 
= 0.14 + 0,85 

I--- 
- : for. -fc =. -g- . 

(3 
‘i68> 

The corresponding curves ar’e shown’ as (h) and (i) in fig- 
ure 55. The curve (i) for clamped edges agreos satisfac- 
torily with the crossed points which are basod on the ob- 
‘served ,cr’Lt%cal stre.ss, Both, curves, (h). and ‘(i) are gon, 
erally,on. the conservative side of the circ,u;lar points 
basod on the critical stres.sf,or supported edgas, . 8 

A better fit to the circlalar points for specimen 6 is 
obtained by the following modification of Cox.‘s formula 
used by iviarguerre’ (reference 23) : 

W 
- = 0.19 + 0.81 KG 

J 
- 

2s CT 

Equation (69) is shown as curve (d) in figure 55. 

W) 

An independent calculation of the effective width of 
buckled sheet has been made by Xarguerro (see previous 
secti on), who arrivca at curves (,e) and (g) on the basis 
of the relations (48) to (50) given in the previous sec- 
tion, lilarguerre noticed that the curve (e) could be 
closely approxf’mated by the simple relation 

-- ’ * W 3ucr 
2a J 
-= -- 

cf (70)’ 

which is shown as curqe (f) in figure 55. Curve’ (0) is . 
seen to approximate the circular points for specimen. 6 
more closely than any of the other curves. Margue,rre,,t 9, 
“exact” formula (curve (0)) holds for the circular points 
of both specimen’s up 
‘square inch (q/o,, 

to values of, c = 30,000 pounds per 
= 2:.5 for specilmen 1, O/ocr = 19.7 c 

for specimen 6)aat which yielding becomes appreciable for. 
the 0,070-inch Alclad sheet of specirtien 1 and at which the 
0.025-inch sheet of specimen 6 ‘.hizs probably bucklod between 
rivets. Equation (703 describes the measured effective 
width for both specimens up to an edge stress of about 
30,000 pounds per square inch within 10 percent provided 
that ucr is taken’ from. equation (.SI) as’ the buckling 
stress for supported edges. Upon this basl.‘s’; ‘BquatioQ” 
(70) may be written in the form . 

8 
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w .s 1.54 t 1 
E2a 
:t 

Equation (70a) describes the effective width up to failure 
of specimens 1 and .6 wfthfn 12'percent while von K&manls 
well-known formula (curve (a)), which is upon the same ' 
basis 

W =1.'92t z J-. 0 (70b) 

r 

is about 35 percent low for s?eciiden 6 near failure. 

The best description of the bbserved‘cffective widths 
based on the actual critical stress is that of curve (i-), 
corresponding to 00x1s formula for sheet with clamped . 
edges. . 

Deformation of Stringers 

,In the computation of the -actual strength of a..sheet- 
stringer panel, it is not sufficient to know,the load car- 
ried by the sheet as a fLunction of the stringer stress and 
then to let the,ultimate load of the panel be t-hat for 
wh.ich the string,er, stress attains the yield strength of 
the str.inger material. This assumption would lead to re- 
sults.on.the unconservative side ip all those cases in 
which the sheet-stringer combination fai.ls ,by instability 
o.f the. stringers. It is.not ,possible with the present de- 
velopment of the theory to compute the buckling -load of a 
sheet-stringer panel, even within the elastic range. The 
buckling load will be,an oxccodingly complicated function 
of the d‘cmensions, and elastic properties.of the sheet and 
the method of attachment of the sheet to the stringers. 

Timoshenko (reference 19, p. 371) has .considered the 
buckling,load of a sheet-stringer panel, w.here the failure 
of both :shset and stri-nger is si,multaneous and where the 
stringers fail. by ben.ding w.ithout twist.ing. In the present 
panels, the sheet buckles long .before the ultimate load of 
the panel has been reached., ,Also, the di.sp,lacemen-ts of I 
pointers attached to the stringers (figs; 31 and 36) in- 
dicated, a rapidly increasing twist of the stringers with 
increasing str.inger. loads. It was concluded that, 
Timoshankols theory could not be expected to give an adc- 
quata description of the strength of the sheet-stringer 
panels tested. 
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,A method of attack that takes account of the twisting 
o'f the stringer by the sheet is outlined by Lundquist and 
Fligg (reference 35, p. 12).' Lundquist and Fligg confined 
themselves to stringers with a symmetrical section. They 
carried their calculations'through f'or a numerical example 
in which it was required to find the strength of a sheet- 
stringer panel consisting of I-type stringers fastened to 
0.025-inch sheet. The Z-type stringers used in the presel;t 
specimens are not symmetrical and their buckling strongth 
could not be computed by this theory. The torsional insta- 
bility of asymme.trical stringers. has beon investigated by 
Robert Kappus in a rocont article (reference 36). Kappus 
did not consider the effect of sheet on the stability of 
his stringers. No attempt was made to extend his theory 
so as to include this effect. 

The theories for the buckling strength of sheet- 
stringer .panels become of increasingly doubtful applica- 
tion as the stresses in the stringer and in the sheet 
cease to be proportional to the strains. This will be the 
case in practically all well-designed sheet-stringer pan- 
els in which the strength of the material is utilized to 
carry the load appreciably beyond the elastic range. 

Several relations have been proposed for reducing 
the elastic modulus to take care of the beginning of 
yielding of the material (reference 19, p. 384;, reference 
35, p. 15). Unfortunately,, too little is known of the 
yielding of material under combined ,stress to make any of 
these relations acceptable without, the’support. of an ex- 
tensive series of tests. The present tests. on only two 
specimens would not suffice to give a.useful comparison 
wit.h any of the theoretical extrapdlations into the plas- 
tic range. r 

APPLICATION OF SOUTHWELL'S METHOD TO STRINGER DEFORXATION 
. . 

In the absence of an adequate theory for thebuckling 
failure. of a.stringer in a sheet-stringer combination, the 
analysis of, the measured deformations of the stringers was 
confined to.an,application of Southwell’s method of deter- 
mining the elastic buckling load of a column from deflection 
readings at low loads (reference 37). .Southwoll noticed 
that a straight.lino. should be obtainBd,by plotting'observed 
deflections, 6. of an initially slightly, bent column against 
s/a when the observed loads P ':w.ere not high enough to 

8 
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produce,sfresses beyond the elastic limit.. ..The line would 
have.the,equatfon: .' : . 

. 
6 

. ‘: . .P . cr .p’: -L&=0,;..:; ‘. 
,_ ... . : 

(71) 

Its slope would equal;the.'cr$.tical bucklih&;.load P", .and 
the intercept on'the'axiw of 6' would'be"the initis de- 
flection a. H. B. Fisher has shown (reference 38) that 
Southwell's method,.of plotting~wi11,giP:e..nearly:correct 
values of the critical load for members.of constant section 
subjected to certain combinations of axial and transverse 
loads; . . . ,. ,... . . .:(,. .' .' 

E. J. &dugh and ti.: Li'dox .(re$ererice 39) have appli.ed 
Southwallls niethod,of ,piotting.to..dktcrmi'ng the critical 
buckling load of sh'eef.stre$sdd"by~shC;aring forces S 
ing in the plane of the sheet. 
against 6, w/S 

In plaoe:of plotting 
act- 

,6/P 
the;lT.:pbotted against. w, where w .wai 

'the measured amplitude of the wrfnkles and S was the 
shear stress. 'They obtaiined agreement within a few percent 
with the“theoretical'buckling shear :'S&'.' although, in this 
case.at least , ~~t.he$e"was. nc'proof given 'that Southwell's' 
methdd of plotting ,would:re&lt ih,theicorrect buckling 
load. In view of. t'his'&ccess ,.It‘seemed.of interest to 
apply‘the method to: the' analysis ,of the measured'deforma- 
‘t.ion of the stringers "of :spe:c!mon& .l and '6. . 

- 
Two types of reading wero"available for the deformation 

of the .stringer as a.bent, column., that is,: th,e strains read 
with, Tuckerman'optical.strain 
flange (figs.. 

ga,ge,s,mounted.on.th,e strfnger 
12 +I$ 17)' and the readings of pointer dis- 

placement indic.ating rota.ti,on a,bout the y .axi.s ..(fig.s.,, 32 and 
37). Tw,is't&g "deformat.ion of th,a strili'ger a&,$$ the x axis 
was measur:.Bd ;byy .meang o.f . .I ,pq.inter's .oniy :(,figs, 3,1. and .36) . 

,1 .:. . . i .: . - . , 
If, 'a zero '.e.rr'or s&s.ts in the. .observed defie'ctions, or 

deformati,o.n,s‘,, a"pldt ..of!' -6 .aga&t. . :8/P. *i.ll'..nd.t' li.e.'on a 
straight .l$ne....' ,If a. 'strafght line is' to. be :'obtained, the 
deflect'ion .S :must :bG, d 

‘a zero correcti‘on 6 
ue ti,a'. 'the 'load alone. 'In geae.ral,. 

must be appli&-to .ythe indicat'+d de- 
formation 6,, so tgat . 

. - 

actually represents the deformatfons leadi.ng to the .final 
. * .* ,. ., * I . ., . ', . . . . . . : . , 
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failure. The, zero’ correction nns d.etermined in. the present 
case to give an optimum fit to Southwellls relation. (71) by 
successive substitutions of equation (72) in’ eauation (71). 

A much more direct method of fPe,eing Southwell’s meth- 
od from errors due to the unknown zero correction has been 
suggested by Lundquist (reference 40). Lundquist noticed 
that equation (71) could’ be writ,ten in the form ’ . . 

. 
6 - 6’ .= 8 1 G”(pcr _ p+.: ‘(!I G- a)’ ,(73) 

p 1 p” : - 
I . . . ‘* 

Wiler e 6 is the deformation corresponding to a load.,? ” 
alid 6' is the deformation corresponding to an initial 
load’ PI, Hence a straight iiris results’,if the difference 
in’deformatibn is plotted against the ratio of difference 

* in deformation to’hifferenrzo in’ load; The slope’of the , 
straight line’will give the difference betmeen the ‘desired 
elastic bucklinT load Pc, and the‘initial load P’ ; ‘*the 
intercept gives the sum of the unknown deformation, 81 . at 
the initial load and the initial deflection ‘a. IJy taking 
the initial load P’ suf fi ci entlg hi,@, one avoids the diq? 
turbing effects of initial alinezents, buckling ‘of thin’. 
sheet, etc. Lundquist’s method will load to the same an- 
swor as the &thod of su.ccosdive approximation used ,in’the 
computations ‘given in this report. It is als.0 more conven- 
ient to USC and.would have be& used for the prosint ,papdr 
if it had been discovered earlier, 

A ltirge number of curves’ of def5rmat,i’on ‘against ..de- 
’ formation ‘over load were’ plott’ed’fro$ the dbserved -strain’: 

readings and the’ observed pointer’ di spkace,ments usfng th.d . 
method of successive approximations.’ It’ wa:,s ,,fcund ,,from 

‘the plots that ‘for l:arge dofor’:naticns, the points showed . 
an irregular bshavi’or ‘and’als’o a large s’catter ‘in somb 
cases although in most cases the points tended. to scatter 

‘&bout a ‘straight ‘line’,’ Some ‘of the irreguIariti.os were 
pr’obably due to the initial adjustments of the structure 
to.the lo’ad,~ and others to buckl~ing’ at low loads of the 
sheet; most of the scatter could be ascr’i’bod t.0 inaccyr.aci.os 
in the ‘reading of ,tho deformations; ,’ : ‘, 

A few of tile plots showed a small scat tcr and thcro- 
fore’lcd to an accurate value of the slope. These curves 
are shown in figures 56 to 53, 

. . 
Figure 60 shows a similar plot for the twisting 

. ‘* 
defor- 
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mation of'the 5-inch stringer specimen:tested as a short 
column (fig, 3). The twist was.determined by using a 
Fuckerman autocollimator to measure.the angular displace- 
ment of a stellite mirror glued to the.Z bar. 

The solid po.ints shown In ffgurcs 58 to 60 were taken 
from deformation readings at loads withfn 10 percent of 
the ultimate load. These points seem to follow Southnellla 
relation as well as ths..opon points, which correspond to 
loads less.:than 90 percent of the ultimate load. It seams 
advisable to read deformations:up.to .loads within nearly 10 
percent of the.ultimate load to obtain a,.'sufficient number 
of points for a Southwell plot. 
I * . I.. .- . ,m. 

The Southwell method could not'be applied to the buck- 
ling s,^ the sheet between stringers, as measured by the 
bending strain in the sheet, because of the lack of obser- 
vations below the buckling load.' . 

The elastic buckling loads calculated from figures 56 
to 60 are compared with the ,observcd buck,ling loads.in 
t-able IV. The comparison shows a close agreement between 
the observed:ultimate load for specimen 1 and the elastic 
buckling loads for both column failure and for torsional 
instability as calculated from the pointer readings. The 
pointer readings indicate that the actual faflure was one 
where bending and twist were combined fn the deformation 
leading to failure. ;r. i 

Figure 56 shows a Southwell plot of bending strain as 
measured by Tuckerman,:.strain.gages in addition to the plots 

I of pointer readings. .It was %mpossible,to bring all the 
strain readings $0 Lscatter. a,bout a commo.n straight line.' 
Th.e curve includes two approximately straight line portions, 
.however, one for relativ.ely 10~~ loads. indicating an elastic 
buckling load,of 48,800 pounds..and another close to, failure 
indicatrng the correct buckling load of 3'6,500 pounds. A 
Scuthw,ell plot that would hayo included. only readings on 
the first s*traight-line range,would obviously have led to 
the wrong answer. The Southaell method must, therefore, be 
used with.caution;, a suffici.e,ntly large;.numb.er of ohsorvod 
dofor'mations must be plotted to ostablish:the existonce..of 
a linear rslat.iop between 
of .d'eformat'ion,s., a . 

6 .and, .6/P. over: a.large 'range 

'* . > '. . . 1 
In the case of spe.c$men, 6, the ob,served ultimate load 

agrees well wt,h the calculated, critical load sf'or bending 
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farlure but is about 8 percent less than.'the caloulated 
load 'for twfsting failure. Thi's difference is too small 
to indicate'that buckling failure must have occurred in 
preference to twisting failuro. It f's likely that the 
final failuro of specimens 1 and 6 both was due to a do- 
formation in which the stringers were simuifanoously bent 
and twisted. 

In thecase of the 5-i'nch,short-column specimen, a 
good t straight line was obtained only fo'r the twist, 'Kith 
a slop,e of 6,400 pounds, which was in close agreement with 
the observed ultimate load of 6,300 pounds. 

The last column of table IV lists tho stringer stress 
corresponding to the elastic buckling load; thich ~a.9 ob- 
tained by extrapolating the oxpcrimental curves of stringer 
load in figures40 and 41,to an oxtarnal load equal to the' 
elastic buckling load. Comsnrison rJith fighre 4 shovs that 
the stringer stress for elastic buckling lies well beyond 
the elastic portio,n of'the stress-strain curve'in most 
cases. In .the case of the 5Linch Z bar, nhich failed by 
twisting,' 'it is actually 20 percent 'above the comirossive 
yield strength of the matori'al; it maj be cohcludod that 
the-section retained its torsional rig'idity under strcssos 
producing plastiEc yielding in comprcssi'on. 

coIcLusIoXs 

The ,defor&tf'on of two sheet-stringer'panels subjected 
to end compression under carefully controlled'en'd conditions 
(enda ,'cast ,in Voodls metal, sides simp'ly supp'orted) was 

. .mea‘sured at a number of points and at a number 'of loads, 
most of them above the,load a't which the sheet had begun to 
buckle. * Th,e twoopanols were sdentioal except for the sheet, 
which Was O.O?O-tnch 24ST Alclad for the first panel', de- 
signated' as ,specimen 
f'or the second panel.; 

1, and 0.026-inch 24ST aluminhm alloy 
designated as sp'ec'imen 6. 

" A technique was developed f.or attaching Tuckerman opti- 
cal strain gages to.thd sheet 'without disturbi'ng the strain 
distribution in tho sheet by the moth,od of attachment. By 
means of this technique, extremo fiber strains vere measured 
in an axial as wall as in a transverse direction at a suf- 
ficient number of points on' specimen '6 to gh'e a fairly 
complete picture of the 'strain di'stributfon'i'n the buckled 
shoet. 
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The shape of the buckles in the sheet of specimen 6 
was recorded.at two loads by means of' plaster of paris 
casts. 

I The twisting and the bending of the stringers were 
. measured by means of pointer's attached to the stringers 

at 'a large number of sections. Pointer positions wore re- 
corded photographical1.y up to the ultimate lo-ad, at which 
the stringers. failed by buckling. : 
. . 

The sheet 'loads at failure and t-he ,stringer loads at 
.failure were compared wLth the correspondfng ,loads for a 
set of five similar panelri, tested at the Navy model basin. 
The sheet load at failure was found to be nearly constant 
f0r.a givon size of sheet., rangihg'from' 5,500 ,to 5,650 
pounds for the. 0.0.70-inch 24ST Alclad and from 900 to 1,100 
pounds for the 0.025-inch.24ST sheet.:.:The average. stringer 
stress at'failura was': equal to 36,200 pounds per square-' 
inch for each one of the two specimens tasted at the Nation- 
al Bureau of Standards. It ranged from 30,200 to 38,400 
pounds per sguare' i-nch for the specimens ,tested at the model 
basin. The loss in buckl%ng strength'of the strfngers in 
some of the.panels tested at the model basin was‘probably 
due to,a difference in end restraint, the. flat-end:condi- 
tion used at the model basin tests provid'ing less restraint 
than the casting.of the ends in WoodIs metal used at the 
National Bureau of Standards. 

. A detailed comparison was made between the measured 
def‘ormation of the buckled sheet and the deformation,cal- 
culated from approximate t'neories for the.deformation in a . 
square sheet with freely supported .edges buckling under 
end compression which-have been advanced by Timoshenko, 
Frankland, and Marguerre:. Frankland's theory is the only 
one of the three consfdering the effect of the stringer. 
Timoshenko*s solution was extended to cover the case of 
rectangular bucklos;that were not square. The buckles fn - 
the sheet-stringer panels had a ratio of 0.6 to 0.7 of 
length to width so that this extension seemed desirablo. 
Frankland's theory and Marguerrels theory were used without 
going beyond the relatively simple special case of tho 
square, sheet. The comparison lad to the following results. 

The sheet load and the effective width of the sheet 
was most accurately described by Marguerrels approximate 
theory; a relatively "exact" formula due to Marguerre gave 
still better agreement with the observed,shoet load. 
Frankland's theory described the effectivemwidth for spec- 
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imen 1 but gave values,that were. tao hi’gh for specimen 6. 
Timoshenkols theory roeubted,in .a*variation (up, to 26 per- 
cent) in effective width in passing fro,m the node of a 
buckle to -its crest,‘which was larger than that observed 
but, which covere.8 the observed valucs.within its range. 

The distribution of median fiber strain across the 
sheet was fairly well described by all three theories, 
with Timoshenkols and Frankland’s theories someahat better 
than Marguerrel s. Timoshenkols theory predicted, in par- 
ticular,. the somewhat paradoxical setting up of median 
fiber tensile strain in the center of the sheeteunder suf- 
ficiently high end compression. 1’ 

The distribution of ,t?.ansverse strBin was found to 
be described satisfactorily by Franklandl.s theory only. 
The distribution given by Timoshenkors and MarguerreJs 
theories differed from the observed values not only quan- 
titatively but even in sign, :’ . . 

, ,  I  . ,  

The.mcasured distribution of axial stress across the 
sheet of specimen 6 was described most setisfactorily ‘by 
Frankland’s theory, Timoshenkols theory indicated a change 
in stress distribution in passing from a buckle. node to a 
buckle crest which was .greater than the observed change &id 
which differed ffom .it i&character. Marguerrsl s approxi- 
mate theory showed no change in stress’distribution in an ’ 
axial direction; the shape of the stress-distribution curve 
differed considerably from tho observed curve’ especially at 
high loads. The variation with load of the axial:stress 
at the buckle crest fbr’ specimen,-6 was best ,described by 
Prankland’s theory while that of the transverse’stress at. 
the buckle crest was best described by Marguerre’s,theory. 
The shape of the buckle was bo’st describod:,.by.,Timoshenko”s 
theory, A corresponding agroomont could, not. be expected 
from Xarguorro’s and E’ranklandls theories, which had not 
been extended’ to the case of rectangular .buckIos different 
from a square. Marguerre’s buckle,;had a” transviarse section 
wh.ich was’not sfnusoidal.as for the othar two theories but 
which had a third-order harmonic to describe tha’presenco” 
of local buckPes near the edge of the- Slio 2 .!Y . The .third- 

. order component increased’ rapidly as the:.i; :7.ck: es in the 
sheet became deeper and led to an increased di<ference bd- 
tween tho calculated and.the measured buckle contour; 

. I 
It’ is probable that both Frankland’s and Xarguorro~~ 8 . 

theories would describe the deformation of tho,buckled 
sheet better than Timoshenko’s theory if the numerical .’ 
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solutions'were extended. to rectangular buckles that are 
not square. An improvement in all three theories as ap- 
plied to the buckling of the- sheet between stringers. is 
to be expected from.fhe'a$sumption of a buckle contour 
whose transverse section more nearly corrospondedtothat 
of tho moasurcd buck,les.; the transverse sections of tho 
measured buckles showed a'lessening,in the slope near the. 
stringer edge due to the restraint from the stringers to 
which.the sheet is attached, while the, slope of,the the- 
oretical.bucH~es aas a*maximum at the stringer edge. . 

The measured effective width for specimens.1 and 6 
was co7spared.with the effective width.givep by nine dif- 
ferent relations:for effective width as,a.function of the 
edge stress 0. divided by the bucklingbstress %k of . 
the sheet, which were found in"the.‘literature. The value 
of gcr will; ,in general, depend on'the method,of.attach- 
ment of'tho sheet to the stringer and alsoon the rigidity 
of tho stringor. Taking it equal to the measured critical 
stress brought the points for both specimens to scatter 
about a common curve excopting.,those points where yield- 
ing of the plate was appr,eciablo. The,most satisfactory 
description of this curve.was.given by..Coxts, formula 
w/2a = o-14 + 0.85 ,/c- in-which m/2a 'is the,ratio 
of the effective width 'w of tha shoe-t to its initial 
width 2a. Approximating dcr . by its value for a long' 
rectangular sheet with supported edges gave values that 
were about 8 percent low for specimen 1 and about 40 pert 
cent low for specimen 6. .Applying this.convonient though 
inaccurate approximation gave the bast results with 

Xarguorrels formula w t 2a 'JFoJZ = nhore 
t is the sheet thickness; this formula was found to de- 
scribe the observed effective width of both,specimens up 
to failure within 12 percent.' Von.K&r&n's well-known. 
formula, which is upon the,sane basis 'w = 2aJTJZ=. 
1.92 t A/-, 'was found to lead to' effective vidths up.to 
35 percent below those observed for specimen 6. 

The analysis of-the measured stringer defoiination was 
confined to an application of Southwall's method of p'lot- 
ting deformation against def.ormation over load. .If the, 
stringer approaches instabi.lit y.'in accordance with 
Southwell~s,relation, the deformation will be a lirioar 
function of the deformation dividod‘by'the load and the,:. . 
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slope of the straight line obtained will be equalto the 
elastic buckling load. Care must be taken to plot the 
deformation,due to.the load, which necessitates a small 
zero correction to.the messurod,deformatLon in many cases. 
Applying this correction.to the twisting deformation of. 
one of tha stringers of specimm 1, as measured by the 'I 
displacement of,pointers attached to the stringer; gave 
excollont straight-lines wi-th a'slope in remarkable agree- 
ment with the observed ultimate load.of the ..panel. A 
very good check with the observed ultimate load was also 
obtained from a plot of the bending deformation as indi- 
catod by'tho pointor,readings. A plot of bending defor- 
mation of the stringer as indtoatsd by the difference in 
extreme fiber strains measured by Tuckerman.ciptical'strain 
gages gave a number of points 'which could not be brought; a 
to scatter about a common straight line but which had tTo 
app,roximateIy straight-line portions, one with.a slope 34 

'percent greater than the ultimste load and the othe'r with 
a slope equal to the ultimate load. A Southwell,,plot 'that 
would have incfuded'only readings in the first straight- 
line' range would, obviously, have led to the wrong'answer. 
In the case .of specimen 6, buckling loads for twisting die:- 
formation and for bending dofdrmation'woro not in as 
striking agreement with the observed buckling load, but the 
agreement. was still sufficient to indicate that sthe stringer 
failure .i,n both specimens was due, to an,instability in 
which,th,e stringer was simultapeoysly twisted and&bent as, 
a column. The conclusion that the failure of the stringers 
of both.spscimens was due to a combination of ,tnisting in- 
stability and column.instability wag also drawn fro'm the" 
plots of.obsorved twists about' three ,mutually perpendicular 
axes, which were obtained from the'dfsplac'emonts of Eho 
pointers attabhed to tho stringers. . . , , . 

Appl.%cation ,of So.uthwell+s :me.thod to the twisting 
failure of a 5-inch stringer sp:bc,imen tested as a short.. 
column led to a buckling load ,that was in close agreeniezxt 
with the observed buckling load, although, the axial corn- 
pressive stress at failure was..rrqoll above t&e yield 
strength'of the material. 

, 

It must not be concluded from the success of 
Sduthwell"s mothod, i.n all those cases in which th6 ex.ist- 
ence of a straight-line r.elation between doforma,tion,,and., 
deformation over load was established over a,large ;range, 
of deformations that Southwell:ts method is app.lJ.cable to.. 
the whole range of primary instabilities that may be e.n-1 
countered in monocoque construction. Proofs for the 

T 
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validity of the method have been found in the literature 
for only two cases: the slightly bent elastic column, and 
the elastic member of constant section under certain com- 
binations of axial and transverse Loads. Except for these 
special casas, the validity of the method rests on rathor 
meager experimental evidence such as the work of Gough and 
Cox on the buckling ,of plates subjected to edge shears and 
the work presented Qn *this paper, Much more empirical evi- 
dence and much. mar-e .theor.eti.cal knowledge,are,needed on 
tho change of deformation with load of structures approach- 

. ing instabiltty to- esteblhsh the scope? of tho method and 
to'clear, up cases of~~strafght~line plot*s over a limited 
range' of.&eformation which may lead-to- erroneous conclu- 
sions.* - ,, 

. . . : 

- Natio~a~'Bhzeau~of.Stanaards 
. . 

. Washington,, D.:C., Septimber 21, 1.938 , 

. . . . 

I.“. , - . . . 

* . . . 

*A.thooretical 'explanationfor the greater generality of 
Southwellls methdd'.has been advanced by L. B. Tuckerman 
since the preparation of this note. Tuckerman showed in 
a paper. entitled. %eterostatic Loading and Critical Astatfc 
;oaIaslf:(Jeour, ties., Natl. Bur,. Stand.!' vol. 22 (1939) pp, 

RF 1163) that Southwellts relation will apply to any 
one Af the grotit family of inst&bilItios incltidod- in 
Wosfsr,gaard.ls general theory for the buckling o,f elastic 
strudttifes.’ .I ,, . 

.a . . : 
/ 

. . ,’ 

. . 
. 

-. * 

I 

. . \ 
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TABLEI- DESCRIPTION OF SHEXT-STEUEGRR SPECIMENS 
[See also fig. l] 

Total 
Material Sheet stringer 

Spec- Length Width thick- RT0a 
imen (in.) (in.) ness 3Ast 

Stringers Sheet cina) (sq.in.) 

1 24ST 24ST 
Extruded A&Pad 19 16 0.070 0.39 

6 24ST 
Rxtruded 24ST 19 16 .025 l 39 

1 

TABLE II - TEXSILE PROPERTIES OF SHEET ABD 

AS OBTAIKED BY N-4VY DEPARTdENT 

-L 

Specimen 1: 
24ST Alclad sheet 
Stringer 

A 
B 
C 

Specimen 6: 
24ST sheet 
Stringer 

Q 
R 
S 

60 

csq: 38,t 
in*) 4A, + 3Ast 

1.12 0.26 

l 4-o I .49 

2 STRINGERS 

Tensile 
Young's yield Tensile 
modulus strength strength 

(kipsi:e7 sq. . (kipsi:e"; sq. . 

9,700 49.7 62.8 

10,800 47.9 
10,500 52.8 64.0 
10,400 50.1 63.6 

10,500 47.3 65.5 

. 10,500 51.8 63.3 
10,500 51.9 63.6 
10,400 51.6 65.0 , 
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?ABLx III - RBULTB OF EED OWIOII ?98?8 OF 8EEE?-8?EUWEi PAEELS 

meet LBnath km&3 at failure 
trlnger strosu at fallare lgffwtivs d&h of 

(average) plste at fall030 

(lb./sq. in.) 

=,m 

i:g 
I 

31,300 

~:~ 

(a.) 
il.86 
a.69 
2.35 
2.53 

1.12 
1.26 
1.35 

=,m 1.27 

Bhmt 
11easnt 
(lb.1 (1n.) (la) (lb.) 

0.070 Is.00 38,Km 
.070 7.a 88,soo 
.om 

l---r 
11*e2 i.x% .om 19 ) 

.Oa6 
2% 

ii ;g'g 
lb 1e:lOO 

.036 ls 18,400 

1 
aA 

r 
B 
4 

8" 

IIatlonal Bnrean of 2t- 
“ii ZE ks 
Eav-ymodelbsain 
aavymde1taln 

.TOP swtioa 
Hiddle euction 

Havy Ecde1baa1n 
Ilrtioml Boreall of 

at- 

- REBLTLTE OF S0UTEWJX.L PLOTS OF STBIPIZW 2EWXHAFIoII 
(O&%kEt?plotaxith a easttao of pointe about L mm311 straight line) 

1 

6 

Bending au a oolum Eofatioq of pointer 8, stringer A 
Benditm an a 0olm11 Rotation of poIntor 9, atringer A 

Rotation of pointer 6, stringer A 
Botatlon of pointer 6. rtrinmr A 

tation of iointer 7; n trin&r A 
Roiation of pointer 9, strin@r A 

' Beading LB a 001~ Differanos in strain at oenter,atringm FI 
Bemling~ a oolumPoiuter 3, n trllger:R 
Bending na a column Pointer 4, atringm U 

( muting 
Tmieting 

Pointer 6, rtrlnger R 
Pointer 7, atrlrger B 

;-ibzh 
Twiutlng Pointer 8, tirIngera 
Tlfistiag Flotation Of rwtion 

---I- -__- 
Wringer ntrwe oaloulatti bJ sxtrapobtion from flgurss 40 and 41. 

Estimte of 
llantlo buclclirglo&l 
ry 2onthml.;e method 

. 
elaatiq lnlqning 

(lb.). ' (lb&q. in.) 
53,eca 
83,sal 
w300 

ix% 
35:sw 

Type of defamation Ysawred by Caclaen 
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Dotti1 of utr1ngur 

Braiur 
hwd rimtu 

16s 

I i Rivet l lFaIelg. 

1 I 
I 
I I 

ri&re l.- aheet-utrlrlgur spoisslu luml 6. 

rigur* 

“f-e,--- 

.oas IL) 

rnititi eags - - 
OleumaI# .Ol 

7.- Else rupmrt bar. 

-L 4 

rigam lo.- IllMtmtion of .bort.ni& 
duo 'to bcdn& 
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LV.gure 4.- Column test of 5 inch 2 bar specimen. (ends cast in 
Woo?I1s metal). Yield strength, 40.5 kips /sq. in., Column 
strength, 48.3 kips/so. in. . maximum loal, 6.3 zips, area= 
0.1304 SQ. in.. l/r = 14.3 . 
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fisan, 6.0 Specimen 1 with four pairs of otrain &age8 to ~0afmm axial strain between adjacent stringerr. 
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Figure 12.- Distribution of extreme fiber strains along transverse 
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Qure 18.- Strain gages 8et up to wamxe varianon of transverse mtniin in trRnsveret3 direction. it 
Specimen 6. 
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Figure 22.- Strain &ageB ret np to ma~tuw variation oi axial atrain in axial direction. Spscinwrr 6. 
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Figure a4.m pleater cast of by 3, ~pcimen 6. ( load, m10,9~ lb.) 
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Figure 29.- Diagram of pointers attached to stringers of specimen I. 
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p&ure 34.- Specimen 6 with pointero attached to meanwe etrillgsr defonrM-iow. m, 16,400 lb.; failplu. lir; 
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Figure 35.- Diagram of pointers attached to stringers of specimen 6. 
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Figure as.- specimen 6; oheet eide. Load, 18,400 lb.: failOre* 
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Figme 43.- Effective plate width against stringer stress. Panels 
with 0.025 in. 24ST sheet. 
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Pigure 44.- Diagram showing dimensions and coordinates for 
buckling of a rectangular plate under compressive 
load. 
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Figure 45.- Variation of R2, Rl an.1 R2 with tne ratio r=b/s. 

( Timoshenko's theory.) 
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Pigure 47,- Axial compressive strain at me,lian fiber on transverse 
center line. Bay 3; specimen 6; total load, 6,eOO lb. 
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$igure 48.- Axial compressive strain at median fiber on transverse 
center line. Bay 3; specimen 6; total load, 10,900 lb. 
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Figure 49.- Transverse strain on transverse center line. Bay 3; 
specimen 6; load, 10,900 lb. 
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Figure 51.- Distribution of axial stress across sheet. Specimen 6; 
load, 10,900 lb.; bay 3. 
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Figure 53,- Compression stress-strain curve of 0.064-in. 24ST 
Alclad aluminum-alloy sheet loaded in direction 
of rolling. 
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